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ABSTRACT. Proofsystems for proving partial correctness of distributed processes which 

communicate through message-passing are discussed, using CSP as programming language. Of 

these the methods due to Levin & Gries [LG]; Apt, Francez & de Roever [AFR]; Lamport & 

Schneider [LS]; Soundararajan & Dahl [SO]; Zwiers, de Roe'.'er & van Emde Boas [ZRE] and 

Misra & Chandy [MC] are treated in detail (in that order). The main emphasis is the 

development from a-posteriori verification ([LG],[AFR]) to verification as part of the program 

design process ([SD],[ZRE],[MC]). New is that, in order to illustrate this development, 

attempts are made to extend the systems due to [AFR] and [SO] with nested parallelism and 

hiding. 
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O. INTRODUCTION. 

In order to reason about properties of programs many so-called assertion-based 

proofsystems have been developed. The emphasis of these proofsystems changed from a

posteriori verification, i.e. after the complete program has been written, to verification as a 

part of the program design process. This change caused the need for compositional 

proofsystems, that is: 

the specification of a program should be verifiable in terms of the specification of its 

syntactic subprograms ([ Ge D. 

In a Hoare-style proofsystem this means that each composite program construct should 

have a rule in which a specification of the construct can be derived from its constituents, 

without any further knowledge of the structure of these constituents. 

Chapter 1 contains a short summary of liThe quest for compositionality" ([deRD where a 

number of proofsystems for sequential programs and concurrent programs based on shared 
variables have been analyzed from the viewpoint of the compositionality principle. 

Chapter 2 considers, along the same lines, proofsystems for CSP (Communicating Sequential 

Processes), a language for concurrent programs with communication via synchronous message

passing. The systems discussed in chapter 2 do not deal with nested parallelism. 

But if we want to integrate verification in the programming process it must be possible to 
design a process in isolation, i.e. independent of any environment. Therefore nested 

parallelism and hiding of internal channels must be incorporated in the proofsystem. This 

leads to the development of modular proofsystems, that is compositional systems with the 

possibility of nested parallelism and hiding internal channels. 

In chapter 3 nested parallelism is added to the proofsystem of Apt, Francez & de Roever 

by adopting a notation from Apt. 
In chapter 4 we discuss the problems arising when trying to add hiding to the system developed 

so far. The conclusions of this chapter are that we have to simplify our proofsystem, leading 
to a new starting-point in chapter 5, the proofsystem of Soundararajan & Dahl ([SD]), still for 

CSP without nesting and hiding. This system allows for program independent specification of 
terminating programs. 

Next the [SD] system is modified to deal with nesting and hiding, too, by restyling it along the 

lines of the proofsystem of Zwiers, de Roever & van Emde Boas ([ZRE]). 

The [ZRE] system is considered in chapter 6, by adding an invariant to the system of chapter 

5. Thus a modular proofsystem is obtained for terminating and nonterminating CSP programs 

with a separate specification of the communication interface. Finally we introduce the seminal 
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system of Misra & Chandy in which the communication interface between a process and its 

environment is expressed as an assumption concerning the environment and a commitment of 

that process provided the environment satisfies the assumption. 

1. SUMMARY OF PROOFTHEORY FOR SHARED VARIABLES. 

In order to relate the prooftheory for CSP to the well-known theory for shared variables 

this chapter contains a summary of the last-mentioned theory (see for more details [deR] ). 

Section 1.1 deals with sequential programs; in section 1.2 this theory is generalized to 

concurrent processes. 

1.1 Sequential programs. 

1.1.1 Floyd's method for sequential programs. 

The main points of Floyd's verification method [F] are: 

subdivide a flow diagram :rt into a finite number of elementary paths (this will be explained 

below), 

associate predicates with a collection of beginning and end points of these paths, 

check that for every elementary path a its verification condition holds: 

if an input state satisfies the predicate associated with its beginning point (its precondition 

p ), and if that path a is executed, then the resul~ing output state satisfies its endpredicate 

(its postcondition q), notation: {P} a {q}, 

if all verification conditions are satisfied then the diagram 3't is partially correct w.r.t. the 

predicates pre and post associated with its beginning and end points resp., notation: 

{pre} :rt {post} . 

First look at the definition of an elementary path for a sequential program: given a fixed 

collection V of locations in a flow diagram :rt, an elementary path of :rt is a nonempty path 

between two locations of V. 

Requirements imposed on V are: 

:rt's beginning and end points are contained in V, 

every loop of :rt contains at least one location in V. 



1.1.2 Partial correctness proofs using proof outlines. 

Extend Floyd's method for flowdiagrams to programs written in a programming language. 

Now a program has a syntactic structure, showing how it is composed of constituent parts. This 

structure should be present in correctness proofs, a proof should be syntax-directed, that is: 

a proof of a composite construct should be composed of the proofs of its 

constituent parts. 

This principle requires generalization of verification conditions for elementary paths to 

composite program constructs. This can be done by using proof outlines (annotated programs). 

The proofoutline pfo (p ,S ,q) for {P} S {q} is defined by induction on the complexity of S, 

e.g.: 

S == x:=e ; {P} x:=e {q} is a proofoutline for {P} S {q} iff p ~ q[e/x] holds ( where 
q[e/x] denotes the simultaneous substitution of e for all free occurrences of x in q). 

S == SI;SZ ; {P} pfo(Pt>Sl>ql) ; pfO(P2,S2,q2) {q} is a proofoutline for {P} S {q} iff 

P~Pl> ql~PZ' and qz-+q hold. 

1.1.3 Hoare's proof system. 

The basic formulae of Hoare's logic are constructs of the form {P} S {q }, called Hoare 

triples or asserted programs. The intuitive meaning of the construct {p } S {q} is: 

whenever p holds before the execution of Sand S terminates 
then q holds after the execution of S . 

Hoare's proofsystem is based on the following theorem: 

Theorem: {P} S {q} holds iff there exists a proofoutline for {p } S {q }. 

For instance, the rule for sequential composition is schematically represented by: 

(Sequential composition) 
{p}Sdr} , {r}Sz{q} 

{P}Sl;S2{q} 

The implications appearing in the definition of proofoutline are covered here by a separate 

rule, the consequence rule: 

(Consequence ) 
P~Pl , {Pl}S {ql} , ql~q 

{P}S{q} 

For more about Hoare-style proofsystems, consult Apt's authoritative ''Ten Years of Hoare's 

Logic" [Apt81]. 

1.2 Concurrent processes with shared variables. 
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1.2.1 Floyd's method for concurrency. 

Floyd's verification method can be generalized to concurrent programs P 111 ... liP n 

operating upon shared variables, where every process Pi is a sequential program. 

Then an elementary path of P 111 . . . lip n is characterized by two n-tuples of composite 

locations, beginning in an n-tuple X I" Xi .. X n , and ending in an n-tuple X 1" Yi .. X n , with 

Xl' ... ,Xn and Yi locations in PI' ... , Pn and Pi' and with the additional requirement 

that Xi Yi is an elementary path in Pi containing at most one critical reference, that is an 

occurrence of a shared variable of PI' . . . , P n . 

Execution of P 111· .. Ilpn is modelled by the interleaved execution of such elementary paths. 

Now it is obvious that Floyd's method can be generalized to nondeterministic interleavings 

by associating predicates PX1 .. Xn with composite locations (X 1 .... Xn). But then it is not 

possible to deal with local correctness of the processes Pi in isolation. Therefore assume that 

with every single label Xi an assertion P x has been associated in the local labeling of Pi' and 
I 

n 
choose I\Px as predicate associated with composite location (XI .... X n ). 

i=l I 

a 
Then for every elementary path a in Pi : (X I" Xi" Xn ) --+ (X I" Yi .. Xn) the verification 

condition W.r.t. PX1 .. X; .. x n and PX1 .. Y; .. x n obtains the following form: 
n n 

{I\ pxJ a {A PXk " P y ,}. 
k=l k=l I 

k*i 

This can be split up in two parts: 

local correctness of the associated assertion pattern of Pi: 

{Px ) a {Py), 

the interference freedom test of Owicki & Gries: 

{Px;"Px ) a {Px ) for Xi in Pi and every Xj in P j ' i=-l=i. 

1.2.2 Proof outlines for concurrent processes. 

Consider the program ( x : = x + 1 II x : = x + 1 ). 
Observe that the assignment x : = x + 1 contains two critical references. To obtain a program 

with at most one critical reference per action we split up the assignment by using the local 

variables sand t: 

(PI:: s:=x ; s:=s+l ; x:=s II P 2 :: t:=x ; t:=t+1 ; x:=t ) 

then {x=O} P lllp2 {x=lvx=2} holds. In order to prove this we need auxiliary variables (also 

called mathematical, or logical, or ghost, or fantom variables by other authors). These are 

variables occurring in a program solely for the purpose of expressing certain assertions. Using 

the notation < T> (originally suggested by Lamport) to denote the indivisible execution of T, 

the following proofoutline for PIlip 2 suggests the extension of the definition of proofoutline 
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needed to cover concurrency: (at A and at B are auxiliary variables modelling location 

predicates) 

{X =01\ -"alA 1\ -at B} 

PI' :: {-atA I\(-at B-J<x=O)I\(at B-H=l)} II P2' :: {-at B I\(-at A -J<x=O)I\(atA-J<x=l)} 

<s:=x; 8:=s+1> 
{- at A 1\( - at B -J<s=l)l\(at B-J<s=l vs =2)} 
<X:=S j atA:=TRUE> 
A : {atA l\(x=l vx=2)} 

<t:=x j t:=t+1> 
{-at B 1\(-atA-J<t=l)l\(atA -J<t=l vt=2)} 
<x:=t; atB:=TRUE> 
B : {atBI\(x=lvx=2)} 

{x=l vx=2} 

Now proofoutlines are generalized to concurrency, according to [OG] , by extending the 

definition with the following clauses: 

S == < S 1 >; {P} < pfo (p bS bq 1) > { q } is a proofoutline for {P} S {q} iff P -+ P 1 and 

ql-+q· 

S == Stll· . ·lIsn; {P} (pfo(Pt>St>qt)1I ... IIpfo(Pn,Sn,qn)) {q} is a proofoutline for 

{P}S{q} iff 

1) every action which is not enclosed by < and > contains at most one critical 

reference of S l' ... ,Sn' 

2) 

3) 

n n 
P-+I\Pi and (\qi-+q hold, 

,=1 1=1 

the proofoutlines pfO(Pi,Si,qi) are interference free, Le.: for every two assertions 

riEpfo(Pi,St>qi) and rjEpfo(pj,Sj,qj), i=l=j with rj a precondition of an assignment 

a to a shared variable or of a statement a of the form < a' > with a' containing a 

critical reference, there exists a proofoutline for {ri"rj} a {ri}' This applies to 

assertions ri not enclosed between < and >, only. 

It can be shown that the preceding proofoutlines for PI' and P2' are indeed interference free, 

so we obtain: 

{x=O/\ ~atA /\ ~atB} PI' II P2' {x=lvx=2}. 

We can get rid of at A and at B in P t' and P 2' by means of Owicki & Gries' fantom variable 

rule: 

{p}S' {q} 
{P}S{q} 

provided q contains no auxiliary variables (fantom variables) and S is obtained from S' by 

deleting assignments to auxiliary variables. 

Applying this rule, and then observing that we can also erase the brackets, leads to: 

{x=O" ~atA " ~at B} PIli P2 {x=l vx=2}. 

Now at A and at B in the precondition can be deleted by substituting FALSE for both at A 

and atB, thus leading to {x=O} PIli P2 {x=lvx=2}. This is justified by the following 
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substitution rule: 

(Substitution) {p}S {q} 
{p[e/z]} S {q} 

provided z is a variable not occuring free in S or q, and with e an expression. 

Note that the interference freedom test prevents the formulation of a compositional proofrule 

for concurrent composition, because this test refers to the internal structure of the constituent 

processes. 

1.2.3 A syntax-directed proofrule for concurrent composition. 

In the proofsystem of Lamport [LaBO] a proofrule for concurrent composition can be 

formulated which is syntax-directed, that is a rule which reduces a proof for sill ... USn to 

proofs for Si> i = 1. .. n, without any tests formulated in a meta-language. Consider again the 

verification according to Floyd of 

{x=O} (P l ::<s:=x ;8:=8+1> ;<X:=s> II P2 :: <t:=x ;t:=t+l> ;<x:=t» {x=1 vx=2}. 

It uses the following assertion pattern: 

PK. : {- at A 1\ (-at B -+x =0) 

1\ (at B-x=l)} 
<s:=x; s:=s+l> 

Pl~ : {-at A 1\(-at B-+s=l) 

1\ (at B-+(s=1 vs=2»} 
<x:=s> 

PA : {atA l\(x=1 vx=2)} 

II PK : {-at B 1\(-atA-+x=O) 

l\(atA-x=l)} 
<t:=x; t:=t+l> 

Pi: {-at B 1\(-atA -+t=l) 

1\ (at A -(t=1 vt=2»} 
<x:= t> 

PB : {at B 1\ (x =1 vx=2)} 

Define /1 by /1 (atK~PK)A(atL~PL)A(atA~PA)' and 

/2 by /2=(atK~PK)A(atL~P[)A(atB~PB)' Local correctness of the assertion of PI 

amounts to invariance of /1 under the atomic actions-<s:=x ;s:=s+l> and <x:=s > of Pl' 

Similarly, interference freedom of the assertion pattern of PI w.r.t. the atomic actions of P2 is 

equivalent with invariance of /1 under the atomic actions of P 2' The same holds mutatis 

mutandis for /2 and P 2' 

Thus invariance of /1 A/ 2 under both the atomic actions of PI and P 2 implies invariance of 

/lA/2 under the atomic actions of P 1IIP2 . (*) 

Let S sat q:, hold iff $ is invariant under the atomic actions of S. Then (*) can be represented 

schematically by 

PI sat (11 A/ 2) , P 2 sat (11 A /2) 

(P1Ilp2) sat (lIA/2) 

This leads to the following syntax-directed proofrule for parallel composition: 

SI sat $, ... , Sn sat $ 
(SIll' . ·IISn) sat $ 

More details, especially about working with location predicates can be found in [La80]. 



2. PROOFfHEORY FOR CSP WITHOUT NESTED PARALLELISM. 

In this chapter we consider proofsystems for the specification of concurrent processes with 

synchronous message-passing. This will be done along the lines of the preceding chapter, the 

method for shared variables will be adapted to message-passing. So, an adaption of Floyd's 

verification method leads to an extension of the definition of proofoutline. 

In this way we obtain the proofsystems of [LG] and [AFR], both based on Hoare triples, but 

with a metarule for parallel composition. 

In the last section we consider an adaptation of Lamport's formalism, in order to achieve a 

syntax-directed rule for parallel composition. 

2.1 Short description of CSP. 

For the description of distributed processes with message-passing we use CSP 

(Communicating Sequential Processes) designed by Hoare [H78]. This language abstracts away 

from the asynchronous aspect of communication that process A sends a message to Band 

makes some progress itself before B receives the message some time later. In CSP the sending 

by A and the receiving by B is considered as one atomic action. Also problems caused by 

disturbances, e.g. errors within the message itself or the loss of messages are ignored. 

Simple commands: 

skip : SKIP (has no effect) 

assignment : x : = e 

input and output: communication between Pi and Pj (i=l=j) is expressed by the receive 

and send primitives P/x and Pi!e, resp.. Execution of P/x in Pi and Pi!e in Pj is 

synchronized and results in the assignment of the value of expression e to the variable x 

(such a pair Pi!e, P/x is called a syntactically matching communication pair ). 

Composite commands: 

sequential composition : S 1; S 2;"'; Sn' specifies sequential execution of its constituent 

commands in the order written 

parallel : PI:: SIll . . . II P n :: Sn specifies concurrent execution of its constituent processes 

S 1, ... ,Sn' Termination if all processes have terminated. The process labels PI' ... 'Pn 
serve as a name for the processes S l' ... ,Sn' resp. 

alternation: [bl;CI~S10 ... obn;cn~Sn] consists of guarded commands b;c~S. In 

the guard b ; c b is a boolean expression and c an i/o-command or SKIP. 

A guard b ; c fails iff 
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i) b evaluates to FALSE, or 

ii) c attempts to communicate with an already terminated process. 

An alternative command fails if all its guards fail. If not all guards fail a nondeterministic 

selection is made between the alternatives b ;c-+S in which b evaluates to TRUE and c 

has the possibility to communicate (because the process addressed by c is ready for 

execution of a corresponding i/o-command). 

If c = SKIP then only b is considered. 

For the chosen alternative c ; S is executed. 

repetition: *[bl;cl-+SI O '" obn;cn-+Sn ]. 

Like the alternative command, one guarded command is executed, thereafter the whole 

repetitive command is executed again. 

A repetitive command terminates if all its guards fail. 

b ; c -+ S is abbreviated to b -+ S if c = SKIP, 

to c if b = TRUE, S = SKIP and 

to c-+S if b = TRUE, c*SKIP, and S=I=SKIP. 

Note that [P1?x ° ... ] means [P 1?x -+ SKIP ° ... ] and not [TRUE -+ P1?x o· .. ]. 

2.2 Floyd's method extended to esp. 

Consider the following program, based on shared variables 

PI:: s:=x ;s:=s+1 ;x:=s IIP2 :: t:=x ;t:=t+l ;x:=t. 

The implicit memory access to the shared variable x can be described explicitly in CSP by 

modelling this shared variable by an additional memory process M: 

PI:: M?s ; s :=s+(; M!s 

II P 2 :: M?t ; t :=t+ 1 ; M!t 

Observe that this program terminates due to (the fact that the iteration in M is exited because 

of the) termination of the processes PI and Pz. This is called the distributed termination 

convention. This convention has been used here only because it allows a shorter formulation 

of CSP programs. In the proofs, however, we shall only use the fact that the loopinvariant 

holds after execution of the loop body. 

How to prove the correctness of such a CSP program? 

[n the preceding chapter a proof was given for the shared variable version: 
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{X=OA ~atA A -atB} 

<s:=x;s:=s+l> <t:=x;t:=t+l> 
{- at A A(~ at B-H=l)l\(at B---",s=1 vs=2)} {~at B 1\( -at A ---",t=l}A(at A ---"'t=1 vt=2)} 

<x:=s; atA:=TRUE> <x:=t; atB:=TRUE> 
A : {atAI\(x=lvx=2)} B : {atBI\(x=lvx=2)} 

{x=l vx=2} 

Now try to imitate this proof for the CSP version as much as possible: 

ex. 2.2.1 

{ x =() 1\ - at A 1\ - at B } 

M?s; 

B I : { - at A 1\ ( - at B --- s =() 

A(at B-->(s=Ovs=l»} 
s:=s+l; 

C I: { - at A 1\ ( - at B --- s = I ) 

A(at B-->(s=1 vs=2»} 

< M!s;atA:= TRUE> 
A:{atA} 

11M:: A,: { x=O } *[B 3 : {LJ} 

M?t; 
B2: {-at B I\(-at A _t=() 

1\ (at A _(t=Ovt=l»} 
t:=t+l; 

C 2 : { - at B 1\ ( - at A - t = 1 ) 

1\ (at A -(t=1 vt=2»} 

<M!t;atB:= TRUE> 
B: {at B} 

o P1!x C,I: {LJ} 

o P1?x C 32 : {LJ} 

o P1!x C,3: {LJ} 

o P1?x C, .. : {LJ} ] D3: {LJ} 

where LI is the loopinvariant of M : 

LI == «~atAA ~atB)~x=O)A«atAA ~atB)~x=1)A 

«~ at A Aat B)~x=1)A«at A Aat B)~(x =1 vx=2». 

o 

Does this yield a good proof? Which conditions have to be verified? 

First we shall adapt Floyd's verification method. 

Observe for that purpose that besides elementary, local, steps in one process, there are also 

communication steps with two processes involved. So, in the preceding example, M!s in PI 

and P1?x in M together form an elementary step, with the same effect as the assignment 

x:=s. 

In order to apply Floyd's method, the notion "elementary path" has to be extended. Further 

bear in mind that although the program variables are local, the auxiliary variables used in the 

proof may be global (e.g. at A and at B are shared in the preceding example). 
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Let X k and Yk denote locations in Pk • 

Then an elementary path of Pili . . . lip n is characterized by: 

a) two n-tuples of composite locations Xl> .. ,Xj , •• ,Xn and Xh .. ,Yi, .. ,Xn , with XiV; an 

elementary path in Pj containing at most one critical reference and further only local 
X;Y; 

actions. Notation: XI"Xi"Xn -l> X1 .. Yi .. X n • Or: 

Xi Yi contains, besides possible local actions, also the instruction Pj!e, and 

Xi Yj contains, besides possible local actions, also Pj?x. 

xiY,llXiYj 
Notation: X)"Xi"XjuXn ) XI .. Yi·.Yj .. Xn· 

This gives local elementary paths (in case of a) ) and communication paths (in case of b) ). 

ex. 2.2.2 Local elementary paths are in ex. 2.2.1: 
t:=t+! s:=s+1 

A 1,B2,B3 -l> A 1,C2,B3 ; B b B 2,B3 ----+ C I ,B2,B3 and 

Some communication paths in ex. 2.2.1: 
M?s IIPI!x M!t;at B :=trllellpz?x 

skip 
A b C2 ,C32 -+ A 1,C2 ,B3· 

A 1,B2,B3 ) B 1,B2,C31 and B 1,C2,B3 ) B 1,B,C34• 

o 

According to Floyd this definition of elementary path leads to the following proofobligations: 

a 
a) for every local elementary path X l' .Xi • ,Xn -+ X 1-· Yi · ,Xn : 

n n 

{ /\ pxJ a { /\ PXk " Py), 
1(=1 1(=1 

k¢i 

aUIl 
b) for every communication path X1"Xi"Xj"Xn -+ X 1 .. Yj •• Y j •• X n: 

ex. 2.2.3 Applied to the first elementary path of ex. 2.2.2 we have to prove: 

{PAI"PBz"PBJ t:=t+l {PAI"PC2"PBJ 

and for the first communication path of ex. 2.2.2: 
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{PAl A PB~ A PB) M?s II PI!X {PBI A PB~ A pc~J 

Observe that in order to prove the last statement the definition of proofoutline has to be 

extended (this will be done in the next section). 
o 

Following Owicki the above-mentioned proofobligations can be reduced to: given a method to 

prove the local correctness of every Pi, it remains to prove: 

u 

a) for every local elementary path XI .. Xj"Xn ~ XI" Yj"Xn from Pi containing a critical 

reference: 

ull~ 
b) for every communication path X1"Xi"Xj"Xn ~ XI" Yioo Yi"Xn with a from Ph and ~ 

from Pj: 

In the proofsystem of Levin & Gries [LG] condition b) has been split up in two parts, bi) 

and b2), where the last one describes the interference freedom of the communication actions. 

This results in the following subdivision of the global part of the proof: 

bI) {Px; A Px) all~ {PYi A pY) in [LG] called the satisfaction test, 

b2) {Px A Px A Px } all~ {Px } for ki=i, k=Fj, and 
I J k k 

a) 

In [LG] b2) and a) together form the interference test. 

2.3 Pro%utlines. 

As already mentioned the definition of proofoutline has to be extended: 

5 = 5 1 ;P/x;52 II 53;Pile;54 , with 51' 52, 53 and 54 not containing any global variables 

or communication actions, then 

{p} (p/o(P"S"ql) ; {pdP/x{qj} ; P/O(P2,S2,q2) II 

P/O(P3,S3,q3) ; {pj}Pj!e{qj} ; P/O(P4,S4,q4» {q} 

is a proofoutline for {P} S {q} iff P ~p I AP3, q I Aq3~Pi APi' 
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PiAPj-qi[e/x]Aqj, qi Aqj-P2 AP4, q2Aq4-q hold. 

Analogous for P/x and Pi!e interchanged. 

the conditions for a proofoutline for {p} SIll· .. Iisn {q} (see 1.2.2 ) are extended by: 

4) for every collection of assertions 'i,tj E pjo Wi ,Si,qi)' 'j,tjEpjOWj,Sj,l/j) and 

'k EpfoWk ,Sbqd, wher.e ri and Ii are pre- and postconditions of a in Si' 'j andtj 

pre- and postconditions of~ in S j' and a 1113 is a communication path, 

there is a proofoutline for {ri Arj} a' 1113' {Ii At}} and a proofoutline for 

{riArjArd a' 1113' {rd, i:¢j,k=l=i,k:¢j, with a' and 13' obtained from a and 13, 
resp., by deleting Lamport brackets, if any, and where rk is not contained in an 

indivisible statement. 

Apply the definition of a proofoutHne for parallel composition to ex. 2.2.1 and use the 

following theorem: 

Theorem: {p} S {q} holds iff there exists a proofoutline for {P} S {q }. 

Then we obtain: 

ex. 2.3.1 

Now the implication at A A at BALI _ x = I v x =2 holds, so the consequence rule implies: 

{~atA A ~atB A x=O} PI' I!Pz' 11M {x 1 v x=2}. 

Then we need a rule analogous to Owicki & Gries'. fantom variable rule, to get rid of the 

statements at A : = TR U E and at B : = TR U E; after deleting the brackets, this leads to: 

{~aIA A ~atB A x=O} Pili pzll M {x=l v x=2}. 

Further applying a rule analogous to the substitution rule twice, we obtain: 

{( at A A at B A x=O)[FALSE/at A ][FALSE/at B]) Pili pzlI M {x=1 v x=2 }, 

thus: 

{ x=O} Pili pzlI M {x=l v x=2 }. 

o 

ex,_2.3.2 Consider the following proofoutline for a program based on shaied variables: 
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{ x = L A h =() } 

(PI':: {h=O-H l} while x=1 do {h=()-x I} skip {h=()-x=l} od 

{h:;eO} x:=o {x=OAh:;eO} 

II P2':: {h=OAx=l} <x: 2;h:= 1> {h=l} 

) { x=O } 

Observe that process PI cannot be at a location after the while-loop if P 2 has not yet executed 

the assignment x : = 2. Therefore the auxiliary variable h is introduced, indicating whether or 

not the assignment x : = 2 has been executed. In the proofoutline the conjunction of the 

assertions h=f::O, after the while-loop in PI' and h =OAX = 1, in front of the assignment in P2, 

implies FALSE, so {h=f::OAh=OAx=l} x:=o {h=OAx=l} holds (as part of the interference 

test). Further note the necessity of the Lamport brackets in < x : = 2 ; h : = 1 >, because if we 

take in P 2': {h=OAx=l} x:=2 { ... } ;h:= 1 {h=l} then there is no interference freedom 

with the assertion h =0- x = 1 in the proofoutline for PI, since 

{h=OAx=lA(h=O-x=l)} x:=2{h=O_x=1} does not hold. 

Simulating the program above using CSP by introducing memory as a separate process M, and 

annotating the program so obtained by a corresponding proofoutiine, we obtain the following: 

{ x=l A h =0 } 

( p.' :: AI: { TR U E} M?t; 

*[B t:{h=O-t=l} t=l- Ct:{TRUE} M?t Dt:{h=O-t l}]; 

EI:{h:;eO} t:=O; F1:{t=OAh:;eO} <M!t;h:=2> G l :{h=2} 

\I P2':: A2:{h =O} s:= 2; B2:{s Ah =O} < M!s; h:= 1> C2:{TRUE} 

II M:: A3:{x=1} *[B 3:{LI} p.!x 0 p.?x 0 P~!x 0 P2?x] C3:{Ll} 

) { h =::2 A LI } 

with LI (h=O-x=1)A(h=1-x=2)A(h=2-x=O). 

Then for the satisfaction test the following must hold: 

{PA1APB) M?t II p.!x {PB1APsJ; {Pc/'Ps ,} M?t II p)!x {P01APB) ; 

{PF "PB,} M!t; h:=2\1 Pt!x {Pc "PH,} and {PH."PB,} M!s; h:= III P2?x {PC,/\PH,}· I . I. _ _ . 

The validity of the last statement follows from the proofoutline: 

which is a correct proofoutline because the implications 

PB2 APB,-s=2" TRUE, s=2"TRUE-(x=2)[s/x] A s=2, h=lAx=2-Pc1 APs , 

hold and {s=2} h: l{h I} is valid. 
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For the interference test, among other things. the following must hold: 

{PD/\PB~APBJ M!s;h:= 111 P2?x {PDt} and {PA1APA~APB) M?t II PI!x {PA)' 

Observe that the CSP program, like the program based on shared variables, cannot be at the 

locations F J and A2 at the same time. The conjunction of PF1 and PA,: t=OAh*OAh=O again 

implies FALSE, so 

trivially passes the interference test. 

This results in the following proofoutline for the concurrent composition: 

With the aid of the consequence rule this leads to: 

then by an analogon of Owicki & Gries' fantom variable rule and deleting the Lamport 

brackets, we obtain: 

{h=OAx=l} (PI:: M?t; *[t=l- M?t); t:=O; M!t 

II M:: *[P.!x 0 p.?x 0 P2!x 0 P2?x)) {x=O}. 

By an analogon of the substitution rule the desired result is obtained: 

{x=l }p.IIP2 I1M{x=O}. 

o 

2.4 The proof~ystem of {AFRJ without nesting. 

The necessity of an interference test is only caused by the fact that the auxiliary variables 

may be global. since the program variables in CSP are local. This leads to the question 

whether it is possible to restrict the use of auxiliary variables to local ones, too. Or maybe it is 

possible to capture this test in a simpler reduced form. 

The proofsystem of Apt, Francez & de Roever [AFR] succeeds in this by imposing the 

restriction that the assertions used in the proof of Pi don't contain free variables subject to 

change in P j (i * j); the interference freedom part of the proof then disappears and the 

satisfaction part obtains the form of a proof of invariance of a certain invariant under actions 

corresponding to communication paths. The proofsystem of [AFR] has been proved sound and 

relative complete [Apt83]. 

ex. 2.4.1 In this proofsystem the proof of 

{x=O} [P,::P2!x II P2 ::P,?y;P3!Y \I P3::P2?Z] {z=O} 

uses the following proofoutline: 



o 

{x=O} [PI:: {X=O}P2!X{X=O} 

IIp2 :: {TRUE} PI?y {y =O} ;P3!Y {y =O} 

lip):: {TRUE}P2?z{z=O} 

Hz =O} 

From the three conditions bl), b2) and a) of Levin, now, due to the absence of shared 

variables, only the satisfaction test bI) has to be proven: 

{PXiAPX) uilP {PyiAPyj }, for every communication path a.IIP. 
In essence, this test is the so-called cooperation test of [AFR]. 

ex. 2.4.2 In ex. 2.4.1 the cooperation test consists of: 

{x=OATRUE} Pz!x II P,?y {X=OAY=O} and {y=OATRUE} P3 !y II Pz?z {y=OAZ=O}. 

o 

In order to be able to give local proofoutlines of the processes Pi' we need to know that 

{P} Pile {q} and {P} Pj?x {q} are proofoutlines for all assertions p and q. Note that this 

does not mean that we can prove any arbitrary assertion after a communication, for the 

assertions must also satisfy the cooperation test. 

During the development of this proofsystem the following problem had to be faced (and 

solved): the cooperation test requires us to look at all syntactically corresponding i/o-pairs, 

whereas some of them do not correspond semantically. 

Contrary to [LG], it is not possible to let the conjunction of the preconditions imply FALSE 

for semantically not matching pairs, because of the omission of shared variables. 

ex. 2.4.3 Consider PI :: [P2?x 0 Pz!O ~ Pz?x ; x :="x+1 ] and 

P2 :: [ P112 0 PI?z ~ P I !1 ], then {TRUE} P11lpz {x=2} holds, thus {x=2} must follow from 

the postcondition of the first alternative P 2? x in PI' But this assertion does not pass the 

cooperation test for P 2?x (in the first alternative) and PI! 1, and neither does this combination 

occur during execution of the program. 
o 

To solve this problem a global invariant (GI) is introduced to relate the (local) variables in the 

various processes, in order to indicate whether or not a combination of locations, and 

corresponding communications, can occur. 

Then for the cooperation test we have to prove: {PX,APXjAGl} a. II P {Py/'\PyjAGl} where 

we choose G I so that for semantically not matching i/o-pairs P x A P X A G I implies FALSE. 
, J 

In general auxiliary variables are necessary to express semantic matching. Now consider 

the following program fragment 

... P2?x; ;:=;+1", II··· PI!e; j:=j+l ... 

where i and j count the number of communications actually occurring in each process, and Jet 

therefore the criterion for semantic matching be i . But i = j is no global invariant since the 



two assignments to i and j will not necessarily be executed simultaneously, in contrast to the 

corresponding i/o-commands which are executed simultaneously, indeed. 

To resolve these difficulties, restrict the number of places where the global invariant should 

hold by using the so called "Lamport brackets" "<" and ">", within which the global invariant 

does not need to hold. 

From the completeness proof of [Apt83] it foHows that to express semantic matching only a 

single assignment need to be added to every i/o-statement. 

Now the definition of proofoutline for concurrent composition must be revised as follows: 

let S == SIll· . ·IISn ' then {PAG/} (p/o(PI,Sl,qI)II' .. IIp/o(Pn,Sn,qn)) {qAGl} is a 

proofoutline for {p /\G/} S {q /\GI} iff 

1) for all S( the assertions in p/o(P;,S;,q;) don't contain free variables subject to change in 

S j (i::fo. j) ; the free variables in G I cannot be changed outside the Lamport brackets in 

one of the Si' 

3) the proofoutlines cooperate, i.e.: 

for all assertions r;,t;Ep/O(Pj,S;.q;), rj,tjEp/O(Pj,Sj,qj) where ri and t; are pre- and 

postconditions of a in Si' and ri and tj are pre- and postconditions of ~ in Sj' and all~ 
is a communication path, 

there is a proofoutline for {riArjAGI} a'IIW {t;AtjAGI}, i::foj. Where a' and W arise 

from a and ~, resp., by deleting the Lamport brackets, if any. 

ex. 2.4.4 Look again at the program of ex. 2.4.3. 

Use the auxiliary variables i and j to count the number of communications in PI and P2 resp., 

then the following proofoutline is valid: 

{i=O/\j=O} 

[ {i =o} 
PI' :: [ < P 2?x {x = 2} ~ i: = i+ 1 > {x = 2 A i = 1 } 

o <P2!O {TRUE} ~ i:=i+l>; {i=l} <P2?x {x=l} ;i:=i+l>; 

{x=1/\i=2} x:=x+l {x=2}] {x=2} 

II {j=O} 

P2':: [<Pl l2 {TRUE} ~j:=j+l> {j=l} 

o <p.?z{z=O} ~ j:=j+l>; {z=OAj=l} 

<PI!l {TRUE} ;j:=j+l> {j=2}] {TRUE} 

{x 2} 

with global invariant GI == i = j. 
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For the cooperation test we have to prove: 

{i=OAj=OAGI} P2?x ~ i:=i+lll P1!2 ~ j:=j+l {x=2Ai=lAj=lAGl} 

{i=OAj=OAGl} P2!0 ~ i:=i+lll P1?Z ~ j:=j+l {z =OAi=lAj=lAGl} 

{i=lAz=OAj=lAGl} P2?x;i:=i+lll P1!l;j:=j+l {x=lAi=2Aj=2AGI} 

{i=OAz=OAj=lAGI} P2?x~ i:=i+lll PI!l ;j:=j+l {i=lAj=2AGl} 

{i=lAj=OAGl} P2?x;i:=i+lll PI!2 ~ j:=j+l {x=lAi=2Aj=lAGI}. 

Note that the last two semantically not matching i/o-pairs pass the cooperation test because 

i=OAz=OAj=lAGI ~ FALSE and i=lAj=OAGI ~ FALSE. 

By concurrent composition (an exact formulation follows after this example) we obtain: 

{i=OAj=OAi=j} PI' II P2' {X=2Ai=j}, 

so by the consequence rule: {i=OAj=OAi=j} PI' II P2' {x=2}. 

Applying the fantom variable rule leads to: {i=OAj=OAi=j} PIli P2 {x=2}, and 

by the substitution rule then follows: {TRUE} PIli P2 {x=2}. 

o 

It remains to give the essential rules of the (formal) proofsystem of [AFR]. First some 

definitions: 

a process is bracketed if the brackets < and > are interspersed in its text, so that 

for each bracketed section <S >, S is of one of the following forms: S 1 ; a; S 2 or a ~ S 1, 

where a is an i/o-statement and S 1 and S 2 do not contain any i/o-statements, 

each i/o-statement has been supplied with brackets in the above-mentioned manner. 

The proofs of {Pi} Pi {qd, i = 1, .. ,n, cooperate W.r.t. global invariant GI iff 

i) every process Pi is bracketed, 

ii) the assertions used in the proof of {Pi} Pi {qi} have no free variables subject to change 

in Pj (i*j), 

iii) {pre(SI)Apre(Sz)AGI} SIIIs2 {post(SI)Apost(S2)AGI} holds for all matching pairs of 

bracketed sections <S I > and <S 2> . 

To prove the statement at iii) the following axioms are mentioned: 



(Input) 

(Output) 
{p} ?i?X {q}. 

{P} Pi!e {q}, 

(Communication) {TRUE} Pi?x II Pj!e {x=e}, provided P;?x and Pjle are taken from Pj 
and ,resp.; the formation rule: 

{P}Sl;S3{pd. {Pl}aII U{P2}' {P2}S2;S4{q} 

{P}(Sl ;azS2) II (S3;(i;S4){q} 
(Formation) 

provided a and {i match, and S 1 , S 2' S 3 and S 4 do not contain ito-commands. 

culminates in the foHowing meta rule for parallel composition: 

(Parallel) 
proofs of {PdP; {qjL i=l, .. ,n cooperate 

provided no variable free in Gf is subject to change outside a bracketed section. 

~~':Jil.,; Ulai. i:.i!) i~ nui. i:l l:UfIlpusitiunai ruie: tile cooperatIon test IS applIed to the proofoutlines 

of the processes Pi, thus the internal structure of the constituent processes must be known. 

2.5 The proofsystem of Lamport & Schneider 

(an attempt at a syntax-directed formulation for channel-CSP without nesting). 

As described before, we distinguish for proving partial correctness of CSP programs 

between local and communication actions. For the local actions, proofoutlines are given in the 

usual way. To obtain a valid proofoutIine, which also takes the communication actions into 

account, the cooperation test must be verified in the [AFR] formalism. 

Tn this system the rule for parallel composition is a metarule, that is, the requirements for the 

local proofs are not formulated in the logical language (but in English). 

Now a formalism is requested in which the correctness of the local actions as well as the 

cooperation test can be formulated in a syntax-directed manner. For this the formalism of 

Lamport (see section 1.3) can be used, with a little extension according to [LS]. 

In the sequel we shall usc a variant of CSP in which communication takes place through 

channels. Every channel connects exactly two processes and only one-way traffic is allowed. 

For P:: (P III ... I\Pn ) the original CSP version, as described by Hoare, can be modelled in 

channel-CSP by connecting every pair of processes Pi and P j by two unidirectional channels 

Aij and A ji' where Aij can be named only in output commands in Pi and input commands in 

Pj' 

In case of labelled communications s:A!e and r :A?x the assignment <x :=e > associated 
A 

with the communication is labelled with r - s. 

N ow consider how P sat I can be proven for a channel-CSP program P:: ( PIli . . . II P n ), 

that is, how to prove that I is invariant under the atomic actions of P. 
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Associate with every channel A a collection "A" consisting of all atomic actions 
A 

r ~s : <x := e > associated with matching communications s :A!e and r :A?x. 

Let A " .. ,Am be the channels of P1, .. ,Pn. 

In order to prove P sat I it must be proven that: 

i) Pi sat I, which corresponds, the communications excepted, with the original formalism 

of Lamport. For the communication actions nothing is checked yet, this takes place at 

point ii). Therefore the same i/o-axioms hold as in [AFR], where locally after an i/o

action any assertion is admitted. Note that point i) also includes proving interference 

freedom for shared variables, if any. 

ii) Ai sat I, where for all i/o-commands r :Ai?x and s :Aj!e the invariance of I under 
At 

r ~s: <x :=e > has to be proven, that is: 

Ai 
{at (r) Aat (s )Al} r ~s : <x := e > {after (r)Aafter (s )AI}. 

After (l) means at (I') with /' the label of the point after the statement with label I (see 

[La80] for more details about these so-called location predicates). 

In the following we investigate how a correctness proof according to [AFR] can be 

rendered in Lamport's notation. 

The local correctness can be expressed by an invariant of the form /\ (at (l)--"pre(l)), where I 
I 

labels a bracketed section or a local action outside a bracketed section, and pre(/) denotes the 

precondition of l. Since GI must hold for ali locations outside the bracketed sections, take as 

an invariant I == GI 1\ /\ (at (I)--"pre(l». The collection of atomic actions associated with 
I 

channel Aj is redefined as follows: 

for a pair of matching bracketed sections r:<Sl;A j?x;S2> and s:<S3;A i !e;S4> 
Ai 

include, according to [AFR], the following atomic action: r~s:<SI;S3;x:=e;S2;S4> 

in the collection of atomic actions associated with channel Ai' 

The proof of P sat I then boils down to: 

i) Pi sat I, where for bracketed sections the axiom {P} <S> { q} is admitted. Since no 

variable free in Gl is subject to change outside a bracketed section, this results in the 

local correctness of Pi outside the bracketed sections, 

ii) Ai sat I, here correctness of the bracketed sections is proved. 
AI 

Let <a> denote the atomic action < S I ; S 3 ;x: =e ; S 2; S 4> with label r ~s, where r 

and s are labels in Pn and Pm resp. Then a proof is required for: 



{at (r)Aat (5) Id} <a> {after (r)Aafter (s )AI}. 

Now I is of the form I == Gf 1\ A. (at (l)-+pre(l». For a label I in Pk ( with 
I 

k¢n, k::l=m), at (l)->pre(l) is invariant because of the disjointness of auxiliary 
variables in [AFRJ. 

It remains to prove: 

{at (r) Aat (s) 1\ IIIC),,, (at (In )-+pre(ln» 1\ I",~", (at (lm)-+pre(lm» 1\ GI} 

<a> 
{after(r)l\after(s)A A (at (In)-+pre(ln)) A A (at (lm)-+pre(lm» 1\ GI} 

l/eP" Im'eP". 
Let after(r) = at(r'), then pre(r') == poster), and similar for s, tben proving this 

formula reduces to proving 

{pre (r)Apre (S)AG!} <a> {post (r)Apost (s)AGl}. 

Since atomic actions in [La80} are proved by means of Hoare's proofsystem, this boils 

down to the cooperation test of [AFR}. 

Now what did we exactly achieve? 

By using Lamport's formalism it is possible to formulate a syntax*directed rule for parallel 

composition: 

(Parallel) 
5 I sat I , 52 sat I 

(5 11152) sat I 

But strictly speaking this is not syntax-directed according to the syntax of the original program, 

for that program is modified by adding pseuQo processes A.", ,Am' with the above*mentioned 

atomic actions, to enforce syntax-directedness. 

Furthermore note that the specifications of 5 11152 and its syntactic components 51 and 52 are 

the same, 5 tlIS2 has been reduced syntactically to 51 and 52, but the specification I is not 

reduced, 

In top-down design a problem should be reduced to simpler problems, so one wants to reduce 

I also to simpler specifications II and 12, only relating to 51 and 52' resp.. A rule of the form 

5 I sat I., S 2 sat 12 

(5 11152) sat I 

is desired, with I composed from II and 12, 

In the following chapters we shall develop a proofsystem for nested esp, where in the rule for 

parallel composition for 5 11\52, instead of I, the conjunction 11 Alz will be used. 
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3. EXTENSION OF [AFR] TO DEAL WITH NESTING. 

The preceding chapter dealt with CSP programs of the form P 111 . . . lip n' with every 

process Pi a sequential program. In the present chapter we shall extend the proofsystem of 

[AFR] to channel-CSP with nested parallelism. See for a program with nested parallelism the 

example below, write D! and D? instead of D!e and D?x if the expression and the variable 

are of no importance. 

ex. 3.0.1 

(P 1::( Pu:: A!O; B?w : C!(w+l) 

II P 12 :: A?x ; D?y ; B!(x+y) ) 

II P2 :: C?z ) 

II D!3 0 

The requirement for a channel to connect exactly two processes still holds: neither P 11 is 

allowed to receive via channel D, nor is P 12 permitted to send via channel C. 
o 

Henceforth the parallel composition operator will be restricted to 2 processes. Some 

required terminology: we distinguish between internal and external channels of a 

programfragment, denoted by intchan and extchan, respectively. For most program constructs 

the definition of these sets is straightforward, we only give the definition for the parallel 

composition Sllls2' First define the jointchannels (notation: jointchan) of two processes S1 

and S2 to be the channels through which they communicate with each other: 

jointchan(S1,S2) = extchan(S1) nextchan(S2), then 

intchan ( S 111 S 2) = intchan (S 1) U intchan (S 2) U jointchan (S 1 ,S 2) and 

extchan (S II1S2) = (extchan (S 1) U extchan (S2» - jointchan (S t>S2)' 

ex. 3.0.2 In ex. 3.0.1 this results in: 

jointchan(P ll ,P12) = {A,B} 

intchan(Pu llp12 ) = {A,B} 

extchan(P ll IIP 12 ) = {C,D} 

jointchan(P1,P2) = {C} 

intchan(P11 I1P 12 ) = {A,B,C} 

extchan(Pll I1P 12 ) = {D}. 0 

We aim at a verification method which is part of the program design process itself, thus at 

verification during development. This means that in a top-down development the specification 

of P 1llp2 can be split up in specifications for P 1 and P 2 separately, justified by a formal proof. 

After that, if desired, the specification of PI can be reduced, independent of P2 , to 

specifications for P 11 and P 12-

For such a modular verification method, in which a process can be developed in isolation, it 

should also be possible to hide internal channels. Incorporation of the hiding operator is the 

subject of the next chapter; in this chapter we concentrate on nested parallelism. 
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Let us try to extend the proofsystem of [AFR] to nested esp. 
In the correctness proof of the separate proces~es in [APR] assumptions are made concerning 

the communications with the environment. The cooperation test verifies these assumptions. 

Following [Apt84] the Iocal proofs can be denoted as: A I- {p } S {q }. with A a set of 

assumptions, consisting of Hoare triples of the form {pre}<Sl;a;S2>{post} with a an ilo

action from S. This notation gets rid of the ilo "axioms" of [APR] which now have to be 
deleted. 

The meaning of this construct is analogous to that in predicate logic: assuming satisfaction of 

the Hoare triples in A, {P} S {q} holds. 

Let chan (A) denote the set of channel names occurring in bracketed sections of triples in 

assumption A , 

Thc CvviJCi"ati0ti i.~:)l ~u iApi.o';j I,;UU:>l:>tS vi ui~cnarging aii inttoriucea assumptIons by 

showing the cooperation of syntactically matching pairs w.r.t. a global invariant, Then for 2 

processes, without the possibility of nesting, the following rule holds: 

Al {Pl}Sl {qt}, A21- {P2}S2{q2}, Ai and A2 cooperate w.r.t. GJ 

{PlAP2 AGI} slllS2 {ql Aq2 AGJ} 
(Parallel) 

provided var(Pi,qj,Pa,qa) n var(Sj) = 0 for all {Pal a {qa} eAi • (i,j)e {(1,2),(2,1)}, where 

var(p) and var(S) denotes the set of program variables occuring free in assertion P and 

program S. respectively. 

3.1 An attempt at a parallel composition rule for nesting. 

For the nested variant only part of the assumptions Ai can be discharged because we can 

only check assumptions concerning the joint channels of SI and S2' 

Try, therefore, the following rule for parallel composition: 

A 11- {Pi} SI {ql}, A2 {P2} S2 {q2} 
AI' £;;Ab A 2' £;;A 2, AI' and A 2' cooperate w.r.t. GJ 

(AI-AI') U (A 2-A 2') I- {PIAP2AGJ} s111 S2 {qIAq2 AGJ} 

provided var(Pi,qj,Po.,qa) nvar(Sj) = 0 for all {Pa} a {qa}eA i • (i,j)e{(1,2),(2,1)}, with 

chan (A I' ,A 2') = jointchan (S 1 ,S 2) and 

chan(A 1-A 1',A 2-Az') n jointchan(Sl,S2) == 0. 

The last two restrictions are necessary to enforce that the assumptions AI' and A 2' to which 

the cooperation test is applied concern exactly the joint channels of S 1 and S2' Observe that 

without nested parallelism {TRUE} B! ;C? II B? {FALSE} holds. Namely, for <C? > there 

is no matching communication, so {TRUE} <C? > {FALSE} will certainly pass the 

cooperation test. When allowing nesting this does not hold, since the network can be extended 

and then communicate with the environment via channel C, for instance in the context: 

(B!;C?IIB?)IIC! . 



The above-mentioned rule, however, is not sound. 

Guided by simple counterexamples we shall observe the necessity of various restrictions in 

order to obtain a sound rule for parallel composition. 

Observation 1: 

It is necessary to show the invariance of G I for the remaining Hoare triples 10 

(AI-At') U (A 2-A 2')· 

To explain observation 1, consider the example below (write T for TRUE): 

ex. 3.1.1 

Let P t ::( Pn::<A? ; i:=I> II P I2 ::<A!; j:=l>; <C? ; j:=7» and 

According to the above-mentioned rule, from 

{ {T} < A?; i:=I> {T} H-{T} PI dT}, and 

{{T}<A!;j: l>{T}, {T}<C?;j:=7>{j=7}} {T}PI2{j=7} 

should follow: 

(*) { {T} < C? ;j:=7 > {j=7} H-{i= j} Pdi = j I\j=7}, 

GI ,= i=j. 

because the pair {T}<A?;i:=l>{T} and {T}<A!;j:=l>{T} satisfies the cooperation test 

W.r.t. global invariant i=j. Statement (*), however, is not true, so the suggested rule is not 

sound. 
o 

What has gone wrong ? 

In order to prove the invariance of i = j under the communications in P 1111 P 12 it is also 

necessary to check the invariance of i=j under {T}<C?;j:=7>{j=7} , which is not the case. 

Conclusion: 

Add GI to all pre- and postconditions in the remaining triples of the assumptions, so 

that the invariance of GI under these triples will be verified by a cooperation test on 

another nesting level. 

Unfortunately this addition is again not sufficient to obtain a sound rule. 

Observation 2: 

An invariant for a higher nesting level must also be invariant under the Hoare triples 

already discharged on a lower nesting level. 

This is shown by the following example: 

ex. 3.1.2 Consider the program 

P::( P 1::(Pu ::<B!;i:=I>;<A? ;i:=7> 

\I P12::<A!» 

IIp2 ::<B?» 

Let I} == TR UE be the global invariant for PI and 1 == i = 1 the global invariant for P. With 

the above-mentioned addition the suggested rule for parallel composition implies 



1) that from {{T}<B!;i:=l>{T}, {T}<A?;i:=7>{T}} {T}Pl1 {T} 

and {{T}<A!>{T} H- {T}P12 {T} follows that {{T} <B!;i:=l>{T}}\-- {T}PdT} 
holds, and 

2) that from { {T} <B!; i:=l> {T} } {T} PI {T} (just derived) and 

{{T}<B?>{T} H- {T}P2 {T} follows t-{i=l}P{i=l}. 

Again this last conclusion is not true, so the suggested rule with the above-mentioned addition 

is still unsound. 
[J 

What has gone wrong? 

IiI must be invariant for all communications between PI and P2, and in the second 

cooperation test the invariance has been checked for channel B. But i =1 is not invariant 

under the Hoare triples with channel A , already discharged in the first cooperation test. 

Conclusion: 

It must be guaranteed that the global invariant on a certain nesting level is also 

invariant under previously discharged triples. 

As it stands, this conclusion seemingly destroys compositionality, since one has to add checks 

to what should have been tested on a previous level, once and for all. Yet we shall 

demonstrate that this conclusion can be realized by imposing suitable syntactic restrictions on 

the way a global invariant is expressed. This will be done as follows: 

a) restrict the use of auxiliary variables to so called history variables, 

b) the global invariant may refer only to external channels of the processes, involved. 

3.2 History variables. 

The completeness proof [AptS3] of the [AFR] system shows that it is sufficient to consider 

a special type of auxiliary variables, the so called history variables. These history variables 

record the communication history of a process as a sequence of communication records. Every 

communication can be described by a record of the form (D ,v), recording that the value v has 

been send via channel D (if the value is of no importance we write only D ). 

ex. < (D ,3),(A A),(D ,0) > is a history. 0 

With A we denote the concatenation of two histories: 

ex. «D,3),(AA»A«D,O» = «D,3),(AA),(D,O» 0 

For the purpose of hiding internal channels we shall use the projection [h ]eset of the history h 

on the channels of cset; [h ]cset is defined as the history obtained from h by deleting all 

communication records with channels different from those in cset. 

Here cset is a set of channel names, with e.g. {A} and {A,B, C} often denoted in subscripts as 

A and ABC. 



~ [<A,B,C,B,D,A>]AC = <A,C,A> 0 

Associate with every sequential process Si a history variable hi which records the 

communication history of that specific process. Then the bracketed sections in Si will be of the 

following standard form: <D?x; hi:=hi''(D,x» and <D!e ; hi:=hiA(D,e». Thus the 

history is concatenated with a record with channel D and the value of x, resp. e. 

In order to formulate syntactical conditions which guarantee that an assertion (such as an 

global invariant) is invariant under the communications of some program fragment, we must 

refine the obvious notion of channels associated with an assertion. Since although the 

assertion <A >A<B > = <A ,B > is obviously associated with channels A' and B, this 

assertion is invariant under every program fragment, even those with free occurrences of A ! or 

A? . 

Let us first examine how the execution of a program fragment may change' the value of an 

assertion p. Of course this value can change due to an assignment to one of p's free variables; 

but it may also change due to a communication which is recorded in one of its history 

variables. Therefore, define the set of interfering channels of p - notation: chan (P) - as those 

channels which may affect the value of p when communication along them takrs place. 

The example above indicates that· these are not the channels visible in an assertion; e.g. 

{<A>A<B> = <A,B>}A! II B? {<A>A<B> = <A,B>} implies that 

chan{<A>"'<B> = <A,B» = 0. 

" We define chan recursively by 

i) chan (h j ) as the set of channel names syntactically occurring In Si, that is 

chan(hi) = chan(Si)' if hi records the communication history of process St, 

ii) let hi1, .. ,him be the history variables in expression exp with at least one occurrence not 

contained in any projection expression [ .. ]cset, and 

let eXPh, .. ,exPjn be the projection expressions in exp, then 
m n 

chan (exp ) = U chan(hik ) U U chan(exPjk)' 
k=l k=l 

iii) chan ([ exp ]cset) = chan (exp) n cset. 



3.3 Parallel composition for nested CSP. 

We now return to the original question: what restrictions are necessary to obtain a sound 

rule for parallel composition? 

Restriction 1: 

The global invariant GI must contain only history variables, 

as can be seen from the following example: 

ex. 3.3.1 Consider the program 

P 1 ::«<C?x > ;<D?x » II <D!1» 

II P 2 ::<C!3> . 

Then it is possible to derive { {T} < C?x > {T}} {T} PI {T} and 

{ {T} <C!3> {T} } t- {T} P2 {T}. 

Now if the (global) invariant may contain program variables then GI == x =3 leads to the 

untrue statement {x=3} P111P2 {x=3}. 

o 

Restriction 2: 

The global invariant GI must refer only to the external channels of both processes. 

By this restriction GI is also invariant under previously discharged Hoare triples which concern 

only internal channels. 

Consequently, the rule for parallel composition can be formulated as follows: 

(Nested parallelism) 

(AI-AI') U (A 2-A2') t- {PIAPZAGI} slllSz {qIAqzAGI} 

provided var(pj,qbPa,qa) n var(Sj) = 0 for all {Pal °u {qa} eAj, (i,j)e {(1,2),(2,1)}, 

with the following restrictions: 

1) GI only contains history variables, 

2) chan(GI) s;; extchan(Sl) U extchan(S2), 

3a) chan (A l' ,A2') = jointchan(SbSz), 

and with {P AGI}S {q AGI} e A <=> {P}S {q} eA. 

The following arguments lead to the conclusion that by the above-mentioned restrictions a 

sound rule is obtained. 
Because of the disjointness property of the variables a local step (no communication) in one 

process can not affect the assertions in the other process. 



For the communication steps we can remark that, due to 3a) and 3b), 

the cooperation of internal channels of Sf and of S2 separatIy (intchan(St)Uintchan(S2» 

has been checked already on a lower nesting level, 

the cooperation of the joint channels of Sl and S2 (jointchan(Sf,S2» is checked on the 

present level, 

the cooperation of the ~xternal channels of the network (extchan ( SIll S 2» will be verified 

on a higher nesting level; they are in Aj-A/ and are not discharged. 

An important point is the invariance of GI. Remember that the free variables of GI are only 

subject to change inside the bracketed sections. 

Then GI is invariant 

under already discharged communications because this concerns only internal channels of 

Sl and S2 (restriction 3a» and these are not allowed to appear free in GI (restriction 2», 

under the communications specified in A l' and A 2' by the cooperation test, 

under the remaining communications in A1-A I' and A 2-A 2', since GI is added to the 

remaining triples, so this will be verified on a higher nesting level. 

4. EXTENSION TO NESTING AND HIDING. 

In the proofsystem of the preceding chapter the joint channels of a network have been 

hidden from their environment as far as reasoning with the global invariant is concerned, in 

that on a next higher . level of nesting the global invariant in question should not refer anymore 

to these joint channels of the previous, now nested, network. This is not the case, however, 

for pre- and postconditions on the next (higher) level of nesting. For both in the pre- and 

postconditions of the assumption and of the conclusion these now internal channels may still 

appear. 

Therefore in the proofsystem of the preceding chapter it is not possible to hide internal 

channels of a network from the environment. In other words, there is no means of 

abstraction, which means in this context the impossibility to express that the specification of a 

process may only refer to the externally observable behaviour of that process~ Such 

abstraction is necessary because we are not interested in a-posteriori verification, but the 



verification system must be part of the program development method itself. 

Suppose, in a top-down development, a program S is decomposed into S 1 and S2' Then it 

should be possible to prove the correctness of this development step from the specifications 

involved, without knowing the, not yet developed, implementation of the "black boxes" S 1 and 

S 2' The development of S 1 probably introduces new channels which play a role in S 1 only 

internally. These internal channels of S 1 must not be visible on the level of program S. 

Suppose S 1 is the parallel composition of S 11 and S 12> then the internal channels of S 1111 S 12 

must not be visible in the specification of S l' 

For a network N, the operator "[ .. ]" in [N] hides the internal channels of N from the 

environment. Now chan (S) denotes the set of externaUy visible channels of program S, 
defined by: 

chan ( S IIIS2) = extchan(S 1) U extchan(S2), 

chan([SdIS2D = extchan(SdIS2) and 

chan (S) = extchan (S), otherwise. 

Thus from a specification A {P} S 11 liS 12 {q} with possible joint channels appearing in 

p, q and assertions inside A, we want to derive a specification for S1 [Sl1IIS12] without 

. joint channels. So a hiding rule is required of the following form: 

(Hiding) 
A {p A [ h t1 jchan = [ h 2] jchan = < >} sIll S 2 {q} 

A f- {P} [S III S 2] {q} 

where jchan = chan(S 1) n chan (S2)' 

hI and h 2 denote the communication history of S 1 and. S 2, resp., and 

provided that only externally visible channels of [S1I1S2] occur in p, q and assertions inside A: 

chan(p,q,Pa,qa) £; chan([SdIS2D, for all {Pal a {qa} EA. 

In the case of nested networks such an encapsulation is important because it is possible 

that some subnetwork has an joint channel with the same name as a channel of the main 

network. 

This is even unavoidable when the subnetwork and the main network belong to different 

incarnations of the same procedure body in the case of the presence of recursive procedure 

calls (see [ZRED. 

The aim will be a modular proofsystem for nested esp, that is a compositional system with 

a hiding rule, so that it is possible to design subsystems in isolation, independent of the 

environment in which they will function. 

In this chapter we call attention to the problems arising when trying to extend the proofsystem 

of the preceding chapter with a compositional hiding rule. The conclusions obtained will guide 

us in choosing another starting-point for the development of a modular proofsystem. Adding 

the hiding operation /If .. ]" shall lead to a new proofsystem, subject of chapter 5. 
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These difficulties will be shown on the basis of the following example: 

example 

PI:: [P ll :: A!; B! II P 12 :: B? ; C?x} 

II P2 :: [A? -7 C!O; y:=o 0 C!l -7 A? ; y:=l). 

With the standard addition of history variables the following can be proven: 

{ {h II =<>} <At; hll:=hllAA> {h 11 =<A >}, 

{hll=<A>}<B! ;hll:=hIlAB> {hn=<A ,B>} } f- {h ll=<>}P11 {h l1 =<A ,B>} 

and 

{{h <>} <B?;h12:=h12"B> {h 12=<B>}, 

{h12=<B> }<C?x ;h12:=hI2
A C>{h12=<B ,C>AX=O}} f-{h 12=<>} P12 {h 12=<B ,C>AX =O} 

For the present the global invariant 11 for P 11 and P 12 is not specified. But when 11 is filled in 

later we have to check the invariance of II for the communication via the joint channel B. 

Applying the parallel composition rule of chapter 3 for nested CSP we obtain, assuming the 

cooperation test W.r.t. I] to be satisfied: 

{ {h n =<> All} <AI ;hll:=hll~A> {h ll=<A > All}, 

{h 12=<B> All} <C?x; h12:=hu"C> {h 12=<B ,C> AX=OA/ t } } I

{h n=<>Ah 12=<>A/)} Pll llp12 {hll=<A ,B>Ah 12=<B ,C>Ax=OAl d. 

Note that chan(hl1=<» = {A,B} and chan(h 12=<» = {B,C}. 0 

Now, the goal is to eliminate the joint channel B in the assumptions and the pre- and 

posteonditions. First this will be done for the pre- and postconditions in the conclusion and 

after that we point out the problems arising when trying to hide channel B in the assumptions. 

4.1 Hiding w.r.t. pre- and postconditions. 

Consider the above derived statement 

All- {h1l=<>Ah12=<>All} Pll llp12{h l1 =<A ,B>Ah12=<B ,C>AX=OA!t} and 

A2f- {h 2=<>}P2 {(h z=<A,C>-7y=O)A(h2=<C,A>-7y=1)} for some Al and A z. 

The purpose is to hide channel B in the pre- and postconditions associated with P 1111 P 12 (let 

alone A I and A 2) ami to uerive with a hiding rule a specification for 11'11111' 121 1'1' 

After that, the postcondition {y=O} must be derivable for pdlpz with the aid of an invariant 

12 which should express that the (external) communication history of PI is equal to the history 

of P2• 



First observe that simply suppressing channel B in the postcondition of P U llp 12 by a 

projection does not lead to the desired result: namely from [hn]AC = <A > A [h 12]AC = <C> 

it does not follow that the history of P I is equal to <A ,C> and this is necessary to derive the 

conclusion y=O, as can be seen from the postcondition of Pz. So one has to record the order 

in which the external communications arise. 

Conclusion: 

The history of the external communications of PI must be described in terms of h 11 

and h 12, eliminating channel B_ 

Therefore we introduce the merge of h 11 and h 12' the set of linear mixtures of the histories h 11 

and hl2' synchronized by their joint channels. 

For histories hI and h2 define 

merge(h "h 2) = {h I [h ]chan(hl)=h IA[h lclmn(h 2)=h 2 A[ h ]chan(h 1,h2)=h}. 

Further define the projection of this sct: 

[merge (h J,h2) l('set = {[ h leset I h emerge (h "h 2)}' 

~x_, If chan(h j )={A,B,C,D},chan(h2)={A,B,E},h l <C,A,D,B,D> and h 2=<A,E,B> 

then 

merge(h j,h z)={ < C,A ,D ,E ,B ,D >,< C,A ,E ,D ,B ,D >} and 

r rnerge(h l,h 2)lC[)f: {< C ,D ,E,D >,< C,E,D ,D >}. 0 

Observe that, in our paradigm above, [merge (h 11 ,h 12) lAC describes the externally visible 

behaviour of PI' so in order to derive the conclusion y =0 we include 

imerge(h ll ,h 12)]AC={<A,C>} in the new postcondition of P lo and let /2' the global invariant 

for P11IP2, contain h2 E [merge(h ll ,h 12)]AC-

This can be done as follows, from 

and the valid implications 

[merge(h n ,h 12)]AC={<>} A [h lllB=[hl2lB <>.-h ll =<> A h 12 =<> 

using the consequence rule, we obtain: 

(checking the implication [merge (h 11,h 12) lAC {<>} A[hll]B =[h 12]B =<>.-11 later) 

Al {[merge(h ll ,h 12)lAc={<>}A[h 111B=[hl2lB <>} 

P lI II P12 

([merge(h II ,11 12) lAc={ <A,C>} AX =O}. 

In order to apply the hiding rule we have to hide channel B in A 1- The next section deals 

with this topic. 



4.2 Hiding w.r.t. assumptions. 

In order to enable the hiding of channels in an assumption, we have to refine our method 

for reasoning about triples in the assumption. First of all, observe that it is allowed to make 

the assumptions in a derivation stronger. Consequently we may strengthen the Hoare triples in 

an assumption by making the preassertions weaker and the postassertions stronger. Suppose 

{P} < .... > {q} is a Hoare triple from an assumption. Let p ~ p f and q' ~ q hold, then we 

can strengthen the triple to {P'} < .... > {q '}, because by the consequence rule the original 

triple can be derived again. This amounts to soundness of the following rule: 

(Strengthening) AU {{P }<Sl;a;S2>{q}} ~ {pre}S {post} 
p~p' ,q'~q 

A U { {p '} < S l;a;S 2> { q '} } ~ {pre} S {post} . 

Next, consider the above-mentioned assumption Al of P1lll p 12: 

A 1= { {h 11 =<> All} <A! ;hll:=hll AA> {h 11 =<A > All}' 

{h I2=<B> Al d <C?x; h12:=h12
A C> {h12=<B ,C>AX=OAi1} }. 

It will be shown below that the strengthening rule is not sufficient to hide channel B in the 

postassertion of Ule triple associated with the communication C?x. 

In order to hide channel B in that triple we have to find an assertion postAC, with 

chan(postAch;;;{A,C} and postAc ~ h12=<B ,C>AX=OAi1 (*). 

Note that, when executing P111P2, after the C?x communication h ll =<A,B>, h I2=<B,C>, 

h 2=<A ,C > and x =0 hold. 

Hence postAd <A ,B>/h l1 ,<B ,C>/h 12 ,<A ,C>/h2,0/x] should hold, 

but then also postAc[ <A ,B ,B>/h ll ,<B ,B ,C>/h 12,<A ,C>/h2'0/X] holds (**), 
as can be seen from the following argument. 

If hll appears in postAc, then (since chan(hll)={A,B}) it can only occur in the form 

[h 11 ]cse(' [merge(h 11 ,h 11) lcset> [merge(h 11 ,h 12)]c.set or [merge(h 11 ,h2)]cset' with B fj.c8et. 

But then both substitutions S1'=[ <A ,B>/h 11,<B ,C>/h 12,<A ,C>/h2'0/X] and 

s2=[ <A ,B ,B>/h l1 ,<B ,B ,C>/h 12 ,<A ,C>/h2,O/x] give the same result. For instance, 

[merge(h n ,h 12)]cset sl = [merge(hll SI ,h12 81 )]cset = 

[ { <A, B. C> } lcset = (since B fj.cset) 

[{ <A,B,B,C>} ]cset = 

[merge(h n s2 ,h12 s2 )]cset = [merge(h u ,h12)]cset 82 , 

and 

[merge(h n ,h2)]cset 81 = [merge(hll 81 ,h2 sl )]cset = 

[{<A,B,C>,<A,C,B>} ]cset (since B¢cset) 

[{<A,C,B,B>,<A,B,C,B>,<A,B,B,C>} ]cset = 

[merge(h n S2 ,h2 S2 )]cset = [merge(hll,hZ)}cset 82 . 

Similar reasoning applies if h 12 appears in postA C. 
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From (**) it follows that (*) is not valid, since postAc ~ h <B ,C> is invalidated by (**) 
because postAC also holds for h <B ,B ,C>. That is, one cannot hide channel B in the 

postassertion by using the strengthening rule only. 

The problem is, that, besides a "real" assumption concerning the value received, a triple in 

the assumption also contains a part which could have been justified locally since it is 

independent of that value. 

In our example the only real assumption for the C?x communication is that the value received 

is 0, which is necessary to prove x=O in the post assertion, while the part h 12=<B ,C>A1l can 

be proved locally. 

Suppose we are able to prove (a) {h12=<B>All}h12:=h12~C{h12=<B,C>All}. Then only 

(b) {hI2=<B>AI1}<C?x;hl2:=h12~C>{x=O} should have been included in the assumption 

(note that x¢/,), since intuitively (a) and (b) together allow one to derive the original triple 

{h 12 =<B> A/t> <C?x; h12:=h12~C> {h 12=<B ,C> AX =OAI d. 
Our current proofsystem, however, has no rules to derive 

{ {h I2=<B>A/ j } <C?x;h12:=h12"C> {x=O} } f-
{h <B> AI I} <C?x ;h12:=h12

A C> {h12=<B ,C>AX=OAi1}· 

Therefore replacing the original triple by {h 12=<B>AI!l<C?x;h12:=h12"C>{X=O} cannot 

be justified within our proofsystem. 

To allow such a replacement of an assumption we introduce another rule: 

(Reduction) A U{ {p}<St;a;S2>{qtAq2}}f- {pre}S{post}, 
{P} S 

{pre}S {post} 

with a an i/o-statement, 

provided that if a=D?x then x ¢var(q2). 

For soundness of this rule observe that if {P}Sl;S2{Q2} holds and if a==D?x then x¢var(Q2) 

holds, also {p}<St;a;S2>{Q2} holds. Together with {p}<Sl;a;S2>{Qt} we can then derive 

the original assumption {p}<St;a;S2>{QtAQ2}, e.g. by appeal to soundness of the 

conjunction rule (see section 5.4 and [AFR]). 

By adding this new rule it is now possible to hide channel B in our example: choose 

II == hl1~<A,B> A h12~<B,C> A [hU]B=[hnJB' where the notation h~h' means: 

history h is an initial prefix of history h'. This invariant satisfies the cooperation test for 

channel B and is therefore a global invariant for P ll llp12. Also It follows from the new 

precondition of pu llp I2 from section 4.1: merge(h n ,h 12)=<> A [hll]B = [h 12]B = <>~Il· 

Then we can prove {hI=<>All}hll:=hu~A{hll=<A>AIl} and 

{h '2=<B> Aid hl2:=h12"C {h12=<B ,C> All} so the reduction rule reduces A to 
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A I' = { {hii =<> /\1 I} <A!; hu:=hIlAA> {TRUE}, 

{h12=<B> /\I t } <C?x; hu:=h12AC> {x =O} }. 

Observe that hu=<>/\Il ~ [merge(h ll ,h 12)lAC {<>} and 

h12=<B>/\/l ~ [merge(h u ,h 12)]AC={<A>} hold, so by the strengthening rule 

we can derive 

AI" = { {[merge(h 11 ,h12) lAc={ <>}} <A!; hIl:=hIlAA> {TRUE}, 

Together with the result of section 4.1 this leads to 

A 1" I-- {[merge(hu,h12) lAc={ <>} /\[h lllB=[hnlB =<>} 

Pll llp12 

{[merge(h 11 ,h 12) lAc={ <A,C>} /\x=O}. 

Now the hiding rule allows us to drop the condition that the communication history concerning 

joint channel B is initially empty, thus deriving: 

A If 
1 {[ merge(h 11,h 12) JAC={ <>}} 

[P ll llp12 1 

{[ merge(h 'l,h 12) lAC {<A, C>} /\x =O}. 

Next, applying the parallel composition rule-to Pl=[Plllp21 and P2 requires proving the 

cooperation test w.r.t. A If and 

Taking as global invariant 12=hz E [merge(h,,,hIZ)lAC, AI" and A z can be seen to cooperate 

w. r. 1. 12, Consider for instance the not semantically matching pair C? x and C! 1; the 

conjunction of their preconditions and the global invariant implies FALSE: 

[merge(h n ,h 12) lAC {<A>} /\h2=<> /\h2 E [merge(hll,h12) lAC ~ FALSE. 

Thus one obtains 

I-- {[merge(h ll,h12) lAc={ <>} /\h 2=<>/\/2} P11lp2 

{[merge(h u ,h 12) lAC {<A,C>} /\x=O/\(h2=<A ,C>~y =O)/\(h2=<C ,A >~y=1)/\/2}' 
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next by the consequence rule: 

([ merge(h 11,h 12) 1AC={ <>} I\h2=<> }p.llp2 {x=Ol\y =O} 

and finally by the hiding rule our desired result: 

{TRUE} [P.IIP2 1 {x=OI\Y =O}. 

In the derivation above the hiding rule is applied twice in order to drop for {S Ills 2] the 

condition which states for S 111s2 that the communication history concerning the joint channels 

of S 1 and S2 is initially empty. In the formulation of this rule we used hI and h2 to denote the 

histories of S 1 and Sb resp .. 

This denotation, however, causes some serious conceptual difficulties: 

In our example concerning P111P2 , the history of PI is described by [merge(h ll ,h 12)JAC 

and not by hI' Thus we need to knowhow PI is composed (from PH and P I2). This 

knowledge concerning the internal structure of PI is contrary to a modular approach. 

Consequently the use of hI for the history of PI is not in accordance with Hoare style 

annotations, since one expects to see assignments to hI in the annotated program text of 

P I' Instead, assignments to h 11 and h 12 are made. 

The last mentioned difficulty is solved in the proofsystem of Soundararajan & Dahl 

([SD],[S1), where the communication history is part of the semantics and can be directly 

referred to in the assertions. Furthermore this system avoids our rather complicated reasoning 

about assumptions, because in the local correctness proof of one process it is not allowed to 

introduce explicit assumptions, as we do, concerning the behaviour of other processes. 

Therefore in the next chapter, we choose this system as starting-point for the development of a 

modular proofsystem for nested CSP. 

The other difficulty raised above concerning the denotation of the history of a process, is 

then solved by incorporating the projection convention of Zwiers et at ([ZBR],[ZRE]) within 

Soundararajan & Dahl's system. 

5. TOWARDS A MODULAR PROOFSYSTEM FOR CSP. 

5.1 The system of Soundararajan. 

As starting-point for a simple transition towards a modular proofsystem we consider the 

proofsystem of Soundararajan & Dahl ([SD},[Sl). This system only concerns programs of the 

form SIll ... IISn where all programs Si are sequential. Instead of auxiliary variables, explicitly 

updated in bracketed sections, now with every process Si a history hi is associated, 

representing the sequence of communications so far performed by Si during execution. 



The semantics of the program assigns such a history to every process; the state of a process 

Si during execution consists of: 

a local state, representing the values of the variables of Si, and 

a communication history hi of process S;. 

Thus the semantics of the program also describes the updating of the histories. Therefore our 

assertion language refers to hi as a variable. 

Important in this system is that it considers every process in isolation; that is, in the 

correctness proof of a process it is not allowed to use knowledge about the behaviour of other 

processes. This difference compared with [AFR] is clearly reflected in the input and output 

axioms of [SD]: 

output: 

input: 

(p[h;A(f),e)/hd} D!e {p} 

{Vv[ p[hj A(D,v)/hj,v/x I J} D?x {p} 

,for f)!e in Sj 

,for D?x in L\'i' 

Note that the universal quantifier Vv, appearing in the input axiom, guarantees that no implicit 

assumption is made about the value received. 

=-=-'-=-"'- In the proof of {TRUE} A?x II A!S {x=5} it is not allowed to take, as in the system 

of [AFR]: {TRUE} <A?x> {x=5} and {TRUE} <A!S> {TRUE}. 

The assumption that the value 5 is send, must be included explicitly in the postcondition: 

{hI =<>} A?x {hi =«A,5»-x=5} and {h 2 =<>} A!5 {h 2 =«A,5»}. D 

To derive x=5 in the preceding example after the parallel composition of A?x and A !5, the 

equality hI = h2 must hold afterwards. For that reason [SD] introduces the predicate compat: 

compat(h 1>" ,hn ) is true iff the communication sequences hl>" ,hn are compatible: 

compat(hb .. ,hn ) <=> 3h Vir 1 ::::; i ::::; n - [h]chan(SI) = hi ]. 

The following equivalent definition is more constructive: 

i) compat«>, ... ,<» = TRUE 

iii) compat(h 1, ••• ,hn) = FALSE, if neither of i), Ii) applies. 

Within our framework, the rule for parallel composition due to to [SD] is as follows: 

{Pi}Sdqi} i=l, .. ,n 
n n 

{I\Pi Acompat(hb .. ,hn)} SIll· .. IISf! {Aqi Acompat(h}. .. ,hn)} 
1=1 1=1 

where Pi must contain no other variables than those of Si' 



Now compat(hbh2) ¢> hI =h2 holds, so in example 5.1.1 one can derive: 

ex. 5.l.1 (continued) By the consequence rule, 

{h 1=h2=<>} A?x II A!S {(hl=«A,5»~x=5)Ah2=«A,5» Ahl=h2}' 

and thus {TRUE} A?x II A!S {x=5} by the consequence and fantom variable rules. 
o 

Note that this rule for parallel composition is not a metarule. 

The assertions in the specification of a process which are valid for that process in isolation, 

remain valid after parallel composition because every assumptionconceming the 

communication behaviour of the environment must be stated explicitly in the assertions. 

Especially the input rule guarantees the validity of the assertions under every communication. 

Clearly a proof in [SO] can be translated into one using the [AFR] system, since the hi can 

be introduced as auxiliary variables, with campat(h \> •• ,hn ) as the global invariant. The 

converse, however, is difficult through the great freedom allowed in [AFR] in choosing the 

auxiliary variables and the global invariant. 

Is it possible to extend the proofsystem of [S])] to nested CSP? 

Very important is the choice of term for denoting the history in the assertion language. We 

shall investigate some possibilities and conclude that a suitable choice reduces the complexity 

of the proofsystem. Henceforth the history of a process will also be called the trace of that 

process. 

5.2 Terms for denotation of a trace. 

In the [SO] system for CSP without nesting the traces of the processes Pl>"'PIi are 

denoted as h 1>' . ,hn , resp.. Instead of giving every trace an unique name, we try to denote the 

history of every process by h. Of course this creates an identification problem for the traces of 

the processes involved in the parallel composition. 

example Consider {h = <>} A!; BI {h = <A ,B>} and {h = <>} B?; C? {h = <B ,C>}, 

then it is not possible to take as a postcondition of A ! ; B! II B? ; C? the conjunction of the 

postconditions, because h <A ,B> A h = <B ,C> implies FALSE. 

o 

Therefore, take the temporary names h I and h2 to distinguish the traces of the separate 

processes involved in a parallel composition, and apply a partial compatibility-check. That is, 

we check the compatibility of the traces only for the joint channels. This gedanken experiment 

leads to a rule of the following form *): 

*) The following complication arises. Since in sIIIs2 the history components of SI and S2 are not 
referred to as h, the conclusion of this rule is, properly speaking, false. This can be amended by 
appropriately modifying the semantics of S tl1S2. in that hI and h z refer to the history components of 



{p J[hJh] AP2[hjh] Acompat(h t ,hz,jchan)} SIll Sz {q J[h Jh] Aqz[hjh] Acompat(h l ,h2,jchan)} 

with compat(h b h2,cset) <=:> [hdcset [h 2]csen and jchan denoting the joint channels of Sl and 

S2: jchan = chan (S1) n chan (S2)' 

The following example shows that jchan should not contain external channels. 

example Consider [ A ! ; B? II B! ] II A? 

then derivable is {h = <>} A!; 8? {h = <A ,B>} 

and also {h = <>} 8! {h = <B>}. 

By taking jchan = {A,B} (thUS containing external channel A) with the suggested rule above 

we obtain: 

{hI = h2 = <> A [h 1]AB = [h 2]AB} At; 8? 118! {h1 = <A ,B> A h2 = <B> A [hdAB = [h 2]AB} 

thus {hI =h2 <>} A! ;8? 118! {FALSE}. And apart from the other rules of an eventual 

proofsystem this yields an unsound system. 

o 

Now how can we get rid of the auxiliary notations hI and h2 after the parallel composition, 

and again use the notation h for the trace of the composite network? On the basis of an 

example we suggest a possibility. 

Consider the program [P1I:: A! ; B!311 P 12 :: B?x ; C?]. 

Then we derive from {h <>} PIl {h = <A ,(B ,3»} 

and {h=<>}P12 {h=<B,C>A([h]B «B,3»~x=3)} with jchan={B}: 

{h1 h2=<>A[htlB=[h2JB} Pn llp12 

{h 1 = <A ,(B ,3» Ah2 = <B ,C> A ([h 2]B «B ,3»~x=3)A[hl]B [h 2]B}' 

The consequence rule implies: 

{[merge(h] ,h2) lAc={ <>} A[h I]B =[h21B=<> }PllIl P12{[merge(h 1,hz) lAc={ <A,e>} AX =3}. 

A hiding rule, -which we shall not formulate here, should allow us to drop the assumption 

[htlB = [hZ]B =<> and to replace [merge(h.,h 2)]AC by h, so obtaining: 

{h =<>} [Pn llp121 {h =<A,C>AX=3}. 

Summarizing, the followed strategy is suggested: 

denote the trace of a process by h, 

in order to distinguish the traces of the two subprocesses involved in a parallel 

composition, denote these traces temporarily by h 1 and h 2 , 

after parallel composition again h is introduced for denoting [merge(h I ,h 2) ]exlchan' 

S I and S 2, resp .. In the next paragraphs, however, the need for this anomaly disappears, obtaining a 
sound conclusion. 



A reduction of this strategy is possible by allowing references to h only through projections on 

the channels of a process, i.e. h must appear in assertions only in the form [h 1eset' 

with cset the set of channels of that process. 

Consider as an illustration again the previous program: 

example [P11:: A! ; B!311 P12 :: B?x ; C?]. 

Then it is possible to derive {[h ]AB = <>} Pn {[h lAB = <A ,(B ,3»} 

and {[h ]BC = <>} P12 {[h ]BC = <B ,C> l\([h]B = «B ,3»~x =3)}. 

By using projections no renaming in h 1 and h2 is necessary for the parallel composition; 

anticipating a reformulation of the parallel composition rule we can derive: 

{[h lAB [h ]BC = <> 1\ compat([h lAB ,[h IBc,{B})} 

Plll1 p12 

{[h JAB = <A ,(B ,3» I\[h ]BC = <B ,C> I\([h JB = «8 ,3»~x=3)l\compat([h ]AB,[h JBc,{B})} 
and by the consequence rule: 

o 

Observation: the compat predicate is of no importance anymore. 

If references to h may only appear through projections then 

compat(lh]chan(SI),[h]ehan(S2),jchan) will always yield TRUE. Namely, the condition of the 

parallel composition rule is jchan = chan(St) n chan (S2), so 

compat([h ]chan(SI),[h ]chan(Sz),jchan) <:? 

l[h ]ehan(S d ]jchan = [[ h ]chan (S2) ]jchan <:? 

[h ] jchan = [h] jehan <=> 

TRUE. 

Below we shall formulate a simple but complete proofsystem for nested esp, by allowing 

in the assertion language references to the trace of a process only through projections on the 

channels of that process. This observation is due to Job Zwiers ([ZBR],[ZRED, and inspired 

by Misra & Chandy ([MC]). 

Observe that h now appears, although projected, in the assertions of both processes involved 

in a parallel composition. By using this projection no interference occurs. as can be seen when 

we describe h by an auxiliary variable in the proofsystem of [LG]. This will be shown below. 

Replace, for that purpose, every output action D!e by <D!e ;h:=hA(D,e» (we use the 

notation of chapter 2, which slightly differs from the original notation of [LGD. 

In contrast with [AFR], the proofsystem of [LG) allows shared auxiliary variables. In general 

this results in a metarule for expressing interference freedom of the shared variables. Apart 

from this paragraph, we exclude in the present and the next chapter such use of shared 

variables. With the restriction that the assertions associated with a process Sk may only refer 

to h through projections on the channels of Sk itself, the expressions occurring in the 

assertions of the proofoutline for Sk can only change in value if Sk performs a communication 



action itself. This can be seen as follows. 

Suppose the assertion P X
k 

in the proofoutline of Sk contains occurrences of [h ]cset, with 

cse! £:; chan(Sk), then we must prove for interference freedom: 

i) {P Xi" P X
k

} a {P xJ for k =f::i, with P Xi the precondition of a local action a in Si' 

ii) {PXi"PXj"PXk} <D!e ;h:=hA(D,e»IID?x {PXk }' for k=f::i, k=f::j, with Px, and PXj 

preconditions of <D!e ;h:=hA(D,e» in Si and D?x in Sj resp .. 

As far as [h ]cset in PXk is concerned these formulae are satisfied because: 

ad i) h is only added to output actions, so a local action a wiH not change h, 

ad ii) from D Echan (Sj ), D Echan (S j) and the fact that a channel connects exactly two 

processes, it follows that D is not an element of chan (Sk), thus D is not in cset. But 

then the value of [h ]cset is invariant under the communications via channel D. 

5.3 Formulation of the proofsystem. 

Now we reach our main goal: the formulation of a modular proofsystem for CSP with 

nesting and hiding. Since direct references, without projections, to the trace h are forbidden 

we delete the name h of the trace; following [ZRE] we denote [h ]cset as a trace projection 

Jtcse/' representing the maximum subsequence of the trace with channels in cset, where cset 

denotes a set of channel names. 

ex. For a trace «A ,0),(8 ,1),(A ,2),(C ,0» the following holds: 

JtA =«A,O),(A,2» and JtBc=«B,l),(C,O». 0 

For this notation chan (P) is defined as the set of channel names occurring in trace projections 

in assertion p . 

ex. chan(JtABC=<» = {A,B,C} and chan«A>:::::;<A,B,C» = 0 0 

The i/o-axioms are essentially equal to those of [SD], except that hi has been replaced by a 

trace projection on the channels appearing in the assertion: 

(Output) 

(Input) 

{p [Jtmt A( D ,e )/Jtcset ]} D!e {P} with cset = chan (p ) U {D}, 

{V'v[p[Jtcset A(D,v)/Jtcsepv/x]]} D?x {P} with cset=chan(p) U {D}. 

Here p [Jtcset A( D ,v )/Jtcset ] with cset chan (P) U {D} is defined as: 



replace every JtCSI't in P (thus cset £; cset) by: 

Jtcset A(D,v) if D in cset 

Jt -- if D not in cset . cset 

Using the projection convention, the rule for parallel composition of [SD] can be reformulated 
in the following way: 

(Parallel) {PdSl {ql} , {P2}S2{q2} 

{PIAP2} SlllS2 {qlAq2} 

with two conditions: 

1) the already mentioned condition that Pi and qi must contain Qnly program variables of 

Si can be weakened; variables in assertions of one process are not subject to change in 

the other process, that is: 

var(p \ ,q \) n var(S2) = 0, and var(P2,Q2) n var(S \) = 0. 

ex. Without this condition one could derjve from {x=l} A!3 {x=l} and 

{TRUE} A?x {TRUE} that {x=l} A!311 A?x {x=l}. 0 

2) also the restriction that processes may only refer to the trace through projections on 

their own channels can be weakened; assertions of one process are not allowed to refer 

to channels of the second parallel process other than the joint channels, that is: 

chan(pl>Ql) n chan (S2) £; chan(Sl), and chan (P2,Q2) n chan (Sl) C;; chan (S2)' 

ex. This condition is necessary because otherwise from {JtE = <>} A! {JtE = <>} and 

{TRUE} A?; E! {TRUE} follows: {JtE = <>} Al II A?; E! {JtE = <>}. 0 

Note that {JtF~<>} A! II A?;E! {JtF=<>} is allowed; it expresses that the program does not 

communicate through channel F. 

Now consider the main example from chapter 4: 

ex. 5.1,1 

[p\:: [P 11 :: A! ; B! II P 12 :: B? ; C?x] 

II P 2 :: [A? ~ C!O ; y:=O 0 C!1 ~ A? ; y:=l ] 

] . 

Then {JtAB = <>} Pn {JtAB = <A ,B>} and 

{JtBC=<>} Pl2 {JtBc=<B,C>A(JtC=«C,O»~x=O)} holQ and, hence, applying parallel 

composition leads to: 

{JtAB = <> AJtBC = <>} Pn llpl2 {JtAB = <A ,B>AJtBC = <B ,C>A(JtC = «C ,O»~x=O)}. 

In order to hide the internal channel B of Pl111 P12, first use the consequence rule. With the 

implications JtAC = <> AJtB = <> ~ JtAB = <> AJtBC = <> and 



JtAB =<A ,B> I\JtBC=<B ,C> I\(JtC=«C ,0»~x=O) 

~ JtAC=<A ,C>A(JtC=«C ,0»~x=O) 

this yields: 

{JtAC = <>I\JtB =<>} Pll llp12 {JtAC <A ,C>I\(Jtc=«C,O»~x=O)}. 

o 

To eliminate the condition JtB = <> concerning the joint channel we use the following -

hiding rule: 

(Hiding) 
{P A Jtjchan = <>} S dlS2 {q} 

{P} [S 111 S 2] {q} 

with jchan = chan (Sl) n chan (S2) and 

provided that: chan(p,q) £; chan ([ S IIIS2]), that is, 

p and q must contain only external channels of the network. 

ex 5.3.1 (continued) 

Applying this rule in ex. 5.3.1 yields 

{JtAC = <>} [Pu IiP12 1 {JtAC = <A ,C>A(JtC = «C ,0»--iox=0)} 

For P2 holds: {JtAC=<>} P2 {(JtAC=<A,(C,O»Ay=O)v(JtAC «C,l),A>l\y=l)); 

after applying the parallel composition and consequence rules one obtains: 

{JtAC = <>} P1liPz {JtAC = <A ,(C ,0» I\y =OI\(Jtc = «C ,0»--ioX =O)}, 

so {JtAC=<>} P11lpz {X=OAY=O} holds, and therefore 

{TRUE} [P111pz1 {x l\y=O} is obtained using the hiding rule. 

o 

Soundness of the above-mentioned rules can be derived from soundness of the analogous 

rules in the system of [ZRE]. 

5.4 Completeness. 

The goal is a complete system of rules and axioms, that is, every true statement must be 

derivable. Therefore add the following well-known rules to the above-mentioned i/o-axioms 

and rules for parallel composition and hiding: 

(Skip) 

(Assignment) 

(Selection) 

{P} SKIP {P} 

{p[e/x]} x:=e {P} 

{p 1\ b j } S j { q} j = 1, .. ,m 



(Iteration) 

Note that the guarded command b ;c~S, with b a boolean and c a communication, has 

been replaced by b ~ c ; S. This is allowed because we restrict us in this proofsystem to partial 
correctness, that is: if the execution of a program terminates, then the state so obtained 

satisfies certain invariance properties. 

Now the new guard can add a deadlock situation to the execution possibilities, which was 

absent in the ofiginal guarded command, but in such a deadlock situation the conclusion of the 

rule is certainly valid because of nontermination, and the meaning of Hoare triples. 

Also, for simplicity's sake, another dialect of tfie original cSt' language is used: we have 

not taken into account the loop exit condition according to which an i/b guarded repetition 

command terminates when all processes addressed in i/o guards whose boolean part is true 

have terminated. In [AF] it has been shown that every CSP program (with process-naming) 

using this distributed termination convention can be transformed in an equivalent program, i.e. 

satisfying the same correctness formulae, that does not use this convention, although this 

transformation requires typed messages. A similar transformation dm be given for channel

CSP; typing then is not required. 

(Sequential composition) 

(Consequence) 

(Conjunction) 

{p}Sdr} , {r}S2{q} 

{P}St;S2{q} 

p~p' , {P'}S {q'} , q'~q 
{P}S{q} 

{Pl}S{q1} , {P2}S{q2} 

{PI /\P2}S {qi /\ q2} 

The formulation of a substitution rule for auxiliary (fantom) variables requires a distinction 

between two kinds of logical variables, namely integer variables and trace variables. This to 

prevent the substitution of trace expressions for logical ihteger variables or other expressions 

for (logical) trace variables. 

A trace expression is 

a (logical) trace variable t, 

a trace projection 'Jtcset ' 

or a projection [texp lcset with texp a trace expression. 

(Substitution) 
{p}S {q} 

{p[e/v,f/tl}S {q} 

provided v and t don't occur free in S or q, v is an logical integer variable, t is a trace 

variable, and e and f are an integer expression and a trace expression, resp .. 

Note that presence of its usual companion, tne ghost variable substitution rule (Substitution 

rule I in [Apt81],[ZRE]), is not required here because we are not dealing with recursion. 
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5.4.1 lnvariance. 

It turns out that the system given so far is not complete. Consider the following valid 

invariance axiom: 

(Invariance) {P} S {P} if var(p) n var(S) = 0 and chan (P) n chan (S) = 0. 

In the [SD] system such a rule can be proved from the other rules and axioms through 

structural induction. The following arguments show that this is not possible for the system for 

nested CSP given so far. 

The problem arises when trying to hide internal channels to make them no longer visible 

from the outside. So it is not possible to derive the following true statement: 

{J'tc = <>} [c! IIC?] {J'tc = <>} 

without the invariance rule. Note that J'tc refers to another channel than the internal channel C 

of [ c!ll C? ], which is externally not visible anymore by using the hiding operation "[ .. ]". 

In an attempt to derive the preceding statement one must apply the hiding rule at least once: 
{PA =<>}C!IIC?{q}. .. . 

{P} rC! C?] {q} wIth the conditIOn: C not III chan(p,q). 

Applying the hiding and the conjunction rules possibly several times yield something of the 

form {p} [C! II C?] {q} with C not in chan (p ,q). Then it is not possible to obtain as 

postcondition J'tc < >, since q ~ J'tc = <> does not hold because C does not belong to 

chan(q ). 

5.4.2 Extension. 

Nevertheless, after the addition of the invariance axiom, the system is still not complete. 

Namely, the statement {J'tDE =<D,E>} DIllE! .{J'tDE~<D,E>} is valid, but not 

derivable. For a derivation of this statement and to obtain a complete proofsystem we add the 

following extension axiom: 

(Extension) 

with cset = chan (S 111 S 2) and t a trace variable. 

It can be shown formally that this extension axiom is independent of the other rules and 

axioms, mentioned above. 

This is proved by giving two semantic models: 

the usual semantics of the system in which also extension is sound, and 

an alternative semantics in which all other rules and axioms are sound, but the extension 

axiom is not. 

This alternative semantics "changes", in contrast with the usual semantics, the initial trace of 

the network DlIIE!. Consequently {J'tDE=<D,E>} D!lIE! {J'tDE~<D,E>} does not 

hold in this modeL See [HZ] for a proof of this fact. 

The proofsystem now obtained is sound and complete. 



In this chapter a communicating process has been characterized through its pre- and 

postconditions, by expressing the assumptions concerning communication at initialization in the 

precondition through the use of trace expressions, and specifying the communications during 

computation through a similar use of traces in the postcondition. 

In case a process does not terminate, this method of specification does not work, since the very 

fact of nontermination is expressed by the postcondition FALSE, leaving rio rooin to' express a 
particular communication interface. Of course it is possible to specify such an interface 

through the lise of proofoutlines. Such a program-text dependent way df specification, 

however, is contrary to our aims, which are: supporting top-down concurrent program 

development through program-text independent specifications in such a manner that the 

specification of the whole can be deduced within our proof system from the (sub)specifications of 

its parts. 

In {he next chapter a specification method, together with its underlying prodfsystem, is 

presented which also applies to nonterminating distributed processes. 

6. ADDING AN INVARIANT. 

In the preceding chapter a modular proofsystem has been developed based on specification 

by means of pre- and postconditions. Then the communication interface is fixed in the 

postcondition by means of trace expressions. But when a process does not terminate this 

strategy fails, because the postcondition is riever reached arid can be taken to be FALSE to 

express nontermination, leaving no possibility for expressing the communication interface. 

To be able to specify these nonterminating processes,- historically speaking the most important 

applications of concurrency, we shall introduce new methods of specifying concurrent 

communicating processes, which express the communication interface separady in one 

([CH],[ZRED or more ([MC],[ZBRD invariants. 

As an illustration, consider the specification of a FIFO-queue of length 2 where also the 

sum of the even inputs and of the odd inputs is calculated. Suppose 10 input numbers can be 

handled. 

First some terminology (see chapter 5 for the defiriition of a trace expression): 

I texp I denotes the length of a trace expressiori texp , 

val ( texp [e ]) denotes the communicated value of the n -th 'communication of the trace 

expression texp, where n is the value of the expression e. 

ex. 6.0.1 Define the predicate Equal for channels IN, OUT: 

Equal (IN ,OUT) V1~i~lrcoUTI { val(rclN [iD = val (rcOUT [iD ]. 

In the system of the preceding chapter the queue can be specified as follows: 

-'t-



{3tfN = 3tOUT = <> A evensum =0 A oddsum =O} 

FIF02 

{post \3tfNl = I3tOUTI = 10 A Equal (IN ,OUT) A V't~3tfN ,ouT[0~ltt]fNl-I['t]Olrrl~21 
5 5 

A evensum = L val(lN[2iD A oddsum = L val(JN[2i -In}· 
iIi 1 

Next, we split up this process in two FIFO-queues of length 1, named FIFOIA and FIFOIB, 

communicating with each other through a channel named LINK, and where one queue also 

calculates evensum and the other one oddsum: 

and 

{3tfN = 3tUNK = <> A evensum =o} 
FIFOIA 

{postA == l3tfNl=l3tuNKI=IOAEqual(lN ,LINK) 
5 

AV't~3tIN,LfNdO~I['t]fNl-I['t]LlNKI~l]Aevensum L val(IN[2iD} 
i=l 

{3tLlNK = 3tOUT <> A oddsum =o} 
:nFOIB 

{postB == l3tuNKI l3to07,1 lOA Equal(LINK,OUT) 
5 

AV't~3tUNK.O(JT[O~Il't]UNKI 1['t]ouT\~tlAoddsum = L val(LINK[2i-ll)}. 
i I 

After parallel composition, applying the corresponding rule, we obtain: 

{3tfN=3tOUT=3tUNK=<> Aevensum =0 A oddsum =o} FIFOIA IIFIFOIB {postA ApostB}. 

Since postA ApostB ~ post holds, one obtains 

{3tfN=3tOVT=3tUNK=<> Aevensum =0 Aoddsum =o} FIFOIA IIFIFOIB {post}. 

By using the hiding rule it follows that [FIFO lA II FIFO I B 1 satisfies the specification of 

FIFO 2. 

o 

Observe that we need an auxiliary variable 't to express that the relation 

o ~ l3tlN I l3tov]' I ~ 2 holds continuously during execution. 

In the proofsystem of [ZRE] this communication interface can be isolated in an invariant. A 

correctness formula there has the form I: {p } S {q } . 

The invariant I describes the visihle communication hehaviour of process S. So its externally 

visible behaviour can be specified in a natural way by this invariant, without relating it to a 

postcondition. Consequently the invariant must not contain program variables, because these 

are externally not visible (as should be the case during top-down program development wh~n 

no communication through shared variables takes place). 

The informal meaning of the formula I: {p } S {q} is: 

if S is started in an initial state and trace satisfying p , 

then the invariant I will hold for the trace of S at any moment during execution of S, 

and furthermore 



if S terminates then q (and also f) will hold for the final state and trace of S . 

The queue fro.q1 the preceding example 6,0.1 can be specified with the aid of an invariant as 
follows: 

ex. 6.0.2 

( Equal (IN ,OUT) A 0~I3tlNl-l3toUTI~2 ): 

{3tlN = 3tOUT = <> A evensum. =0 A oddsum =O} 

FW02 
5 5 

{q I3tJNI = I3tOUTI = 10 A evensum = L val(IN[2iD A oddsum = L va/(IN[2i-lD}. 
i;'; 1 i I 

Cl 

For the subdivision in subprocesses a rule for parallel composition is oecessary. In [ZRE] 

this rule is analogous to that of the preceding chapter: 

(Parallel) 
h:{Pt}Sdqt}, h:{P2}S2{q2} 

It A/2: {PI AP2}StHS2{ql Aq2} 

provided var(pi,qi) n var(Sj) = 0 and 

chan(lj,pi,qi) n chan (Sj) ~ chan (Si) for (i,j)E{(1,2),(2,1)}. 

ex. 6.0.2 (continued) By means of two subprocesses with specifications 

(fA == Equal(IN,LINK)AO~I3tJNI I3tLlNKI~1 }:{PA = 3tIN=3tLlNK=<> Aevensum=O} 
5 

L val (IN[2i])} 
i=1 

and 

( IB == Equal (LINK ,OUT)AO~I3tLlNKI-I3toUTI~l ): {PB = 3tLlNK ='JtOUT= <> A oddsum=O} 
5 

FIFOIB {qB == I3tLlNKI= l3touTI=lOAod4sum = Lval(LINK[2i-l])} 
;=1 

one can derive: 

(IA AlB): {PA APB} FIFOIA UFIfOIB {qA Aqn}· 
From the (iQformal) meaning of I: {P} S {q} it follows that the invariant also holds for the 

final trace, thus: 

(IA AlB): {P A APB} FIFOIA IIFIFOIB {qA AqB AlA AlB}' 

Now IA AfB~ Equal (IN ,OUT)AO~I3tJNI I3tOUTI~2 

and qA AqB AlA AIB~q are valid so, by an amdogous consequence rule, one obtain~ 

(Equal(IN,OUT) A O~I~INI-I3toUTI~2): 

{1tJN = 3tOUT = <> A 1tLlNK = <> A evensum, =0 A oddsum =O} FIFOIA IIFIFOIB {q}. 
o 

There is also a corresponding formulation of the hiding rule: 

(Hiding) 

provided 

I : {P A 3t jchan = <> } SIll S 2 {q} 
l:{p} [SIUS2] {q} 

chan (I ,p,q) ~ chan ( lS dls2 D 



and where jchan = chan (St) n chan (S2)' 

Applied to example 6.0.2 this results in: 

ex. 6.0.2 (continued) From 

( Equal (IN ,OUT) 1\ 0:s;;lnJNI-lnouTI:S;;2 ): 

{nJN = nOUT = <> 1\ evensum =0 1\ oddsum =0 1\ nLlNK = <>} FIFOIA II FIFOIB {q} 

follows by the hiding rule: 

(Equal(lN,OUT) 1\ 0:s;;lnJNI-lnouTI:S;;2): 

{nJN = nOUT = <> 1\ evensum =0 1\ oddsum =O} [FIFOIA IIFIFOIB] {q} 

thus [FIFO lA II FIFO IB] satisfies the specification of FIF02. 
o 

Likewise the other rules and axioms from the preceding chapter have an analogue with 

invariant. For instance, the extension axiom becomes in [ZRE]: 

(Extension) ( ncset ~ t ) : {ncset = t} sIll S 2 {ncset ~ t } 

with cset =chan(StlIS2) and t a trace variable. 

Apart from these rules the proofsystem of rZRE] also contains rules for recursive procedures 

(see [ZRE84} for facts concerning soundness and completeness). 

6.1 Nonterminating processes. 

By adding an invariant it is now possible to specify the communication behaviour of 

nonterminating processes. This is possible because the invariant holds continuously during 

execution, whether or not the program terminates. 

ex. 6.1.1 A 2-place buffer can be specified by 

(Equal(IN,OUT)1\0:s;;lnJNI-lnoUTI:S;;2 ):{nJN=nOUT=<>} BUF2 {FALSE}. 

This buffer can be implemented as a network consisting of two I-place buffers, connected 

through a LINK channel. With the specifications 

(Equal (IN ,LINK) 1\0:s;;I3tJN I InLlNKI:S;;l): {nJN = nLlNK = <>} BUFIA {FALSE} 

and 

(Equal(LINK ,OUT)AO:s;;I3tLlNKI-lnouTI:S;;1 ): {:rtLlNK = nOUT = <>} BUFIB {FALSE} 

now [BUFIA IIBUFIB] satisfies the specification of BUF2. 
o 

6.2 Specification by using (A,C) pairs. 

In this section we shall discuss in further detail how the behaviour of a process can be 

expressed under assumptions concerning the behaviour of its environment. In the [AFR] 

system one can for instance locally assume { ... }A?x {x=7}. The assumption that the 

environment indeed sends the number 7 through channel A is then globally verified in the 

cooperation test. The modular proofsystems discussed so far require the assumption to be 

stated explicitly in an implication in the postcondition. 



example {JtA=<>}A?x{JtA=«A,7»~x=7} 0 

The proofsystem of [MC] allows a statement of the form { ... }A?x {x=7}, but there the 

assumption must be expressed explicitly in an "assumption-part" of the invariant. The invariant 

is split up in two parts, an 

assumption concerning the expected communication behaviour of the environment, and a 

commitmeRt, which is guaranteed to hold by the process itself, as long as the assumptions 

concerning earlier communications have not been violated by the environment. 

We use, following [ZBR], the following notation: (A ;C): {P}S {q}, meaning informally: 

assume that P holds for the initial state and trace in which S starts executing, then: 

(1) C holds for the initial trace of S, 

(2) C holds after every communication of S, provided A held after all communications of 

S before this particular one, 

(3) q holds for the final state and trace if and when S terminates, provided A held after 

all communications of S, up to and including the moment of termination. 

ex. 6.2.1 

(Jt8~«B,7», TRUE): {Jt8=<>} B?x {x=7} 

( TRUE ,JtB~«B,7») : {Jt8=<>} B!7 {TRUE} 0 

In the [Me] system the parallel composition rule becomes: 

(Aj,Cj ): {P;}Sdqj} for i=I,2 

A I\Cl~A2 ,A I\C2~Al 
(A ,C1 I\C2): {p t1\P2} S 111s2 {qtl\qz} 

provided var(pj,qj) n var(Sj) = 0, 

chan (Ai ,Cj ,Pi ,qJ n chan (Sj) £ chan(Sj) for (i ,j)e {(1,2), (2,1)}. 

Paraphrased: 
"The underlying idea of this prooftuIe is that, if assumptions made by 

one process of a parallel network can be guaranteed as a commitment by 

some other process in a network, then these assumptions can be 

discharged for the network as a whole" (Job Zwiers). 

ex. 6.2.1 (continued) Take in ex. 6.2.1 the global assumption A == TRUE, then 

TRUE 1\ TRUE -4 TRUE and TRUE I\JtB ~«B ,7» ~ JtB ~«B ,7» hold, thus by the 

above-mentioned rule: (TRUE ,JtB ~ «B ,7»): {JtB =<>} B?x IIB!7 {x=7} D. 

The example below illustrates that the (A,C)-pairs are especially handy for the parallel 

composition of two processes which mutually send and receive values and in which the values 

sent depend on the values received. 



In the following example we abbreviate VI::::; i ::::; \:rtcset I [ .. . :rteset[i]. .. ] to Vi [ .. . :rtcset[i] ... J. 
ex. 6.2.2 Consider the two processes 

INC1 :: ODD!1 ; *( EVEN?x ; ODD!(x+1) 1 and 

INe2 :: *[ ODDly ; EVEN!(y + 1) ; OUT!(y + J) l. 
In the [ZRE] system these processes can be specified by means of the following invariants: the 

invariant II for INC 1 is 

It == val(:rtODD[l])=l A Vi [val(:rtoDD(i+l))=val(:rtEvEN[i])+l], 

and the invariant for INC2 is 

I z == Vi [val(:rtouT[i])=val(:rtEvEN(i])=val(:rtoDD[i])+ 1]. 
The desired invariant for INClIIINC2, namely 

I == Vi [val(:rtouT[i])=2i] then can be deduced from 11 and I z by induction on the length of 

the communication trace. 

This induction argument can be avoided by using the (A,C)-specification, taking 

(A]==Vi[va/(:rtEVEN[i])=2iJ, C t ==Vi[val(:rtoD[)[i])=2i-l]) for INCt and 

(Az=Vi [val(JtODD[i])=2i-l], C2=Vi[val(:rtEvEN[i])=val(:rtOUT[i])=2i)) for INC2. 

With A==TRUE then AACl~A2 and AAC2~Al hold, so that by the parallel composition 

rule follows 

(TRUE,C1AC2) for [NClIIINC2. 

Now CIAC2~Vi[val(JtOUT(i])=2i] is valid, so by a consequence rule we obtain the pair 

(TRUE ,Vi [val(JtOUT[i])=2i]) for INClIIINC2. 

o 

For soundness and completeness points concerning (A ,C) : {p } S {q} type correctness 

formula see (ZRE84]. 

6.3 Conclusion. 

Nowadays a student of specification and verification of distributed programs is faced by a 

bewildering number of methods, each of which represents an area of research by itself. 

In this paper we have selected Hoare's formalism for Communicating Sequential Processes as 

medium for expressing distributed programming, and focussed on Hoare·style program proving 

as method for specifying and verifying CSP programs. The purpose of this article is to give a 

survey of this area. As is the case for concurrent programs communicating through shared 

memory (the subject of chapter 1 and of Schneider's contribution to this volume), historically 

first proofsystems for a-posteriori program verification emerged; of these we discuss those of 

Levin & Gries (sections 2.2, 2.3), and of Apt, Francez & de Roever (section 2.4). Next the 

fact that these two systems employ a metarule for reasoning about concurrency came under 

scruting, resulting in the (seemingly) syntax-directed proofsystem of Lamport & Schneider 

(section 2.5) without metarules. 



Then the verify-white-develop paradigm of program development, hitherto only formalized 

for sequential programs, called for a new kind of proofsystems, called compositional or . 

modular; these allow one to reduce the specifications of a whole from the subspecifications of 

its constituent parts. Of these we discuss those by Soundararajan & Dahl (section 5.1), by 

Zwiers et al (section 6), and by Misra & Chandy (section 6.2). The order in which these 

proofsystemshave been developed demonstrates a direction moving away from global 

reasoning and program-text dependent specification through proofoutlines (annotated 

programs) towards local reasoning and program-text independent specification as can be used 

for top-down development .of concurrent programs ( as illustrated by Olderog's contribution to 

this volume). A similar development is observed inPnueli's contribution to this volume. 

In order to succeed in this evolutionary description we had to bridge a number of gaps, we 

stumbled upon, by reconstructing missing links. The proofsystem of Apt, Francez & de 

Roever had to be extended to nested concurrency (chapte:c 4), and that of Soundararajan & 

Dahl to nested concurrency and hiding (section 5.3). During this process one gap proved 

cumbersome. This is the subject of chapter 4 in which we argue that verification using Hoare

style triples in proofoutlines requires considerable refinement before incorporating the 

operation of hiding internal communications of a process becomes feasible. 
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